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Preface

As part of an effort to improve and enhance the performance and capabilities of its product 
lines, EMC periodically releases revisions of its hardware and software. Therefore, some 
functions described in this document may not be supported by all versions of the software or 
hardware currently in use. For the most up-to-date information on product features, refer to 
your product release notes.

If a product does not function properly or does not function as described in this document, 
please contact your EMC representative.

Audience This is part of the NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX version 
2.5 documentation set, and is intended for use by:

◆ Administrators — Who set up and manage NetWorker

◆ Storage administrators — Who set up and manage storage on the EMC 
Symmetrix devices

◆ Database administrators — Who are responsible for managing database 
applications

◆ Backup operators — Who are responsible for backups and restores

◆ End users — Who own and create data

organization Table 1 on page 5 describes how this guide is organized.

Table 1 This guide’s organization 

Title Description

Chapter 1, “Introduction” Provides introductory information about the EMC NetWorker 
PowerSnap Module, version 2.5 for Symmetrix DMX.

Chapter 2, “Backups and Snapshot 
Management”

Explains the backup processes and snapshot management with the 
nsrsnapadmin command.

Chapter 3, “Recoveries” Describes the types of recoveries available for the PowerSnap Module 
software.

Appendix A, “Clustering” Contains information on how the PowerSnap Module performs in a 
clustered environment.

Appendix B, “PowerSnap Module 
commands”

Describes the main PowerSnap Module commands.
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Administration Guide 5



Preface
Related
documentation

Documentation related to the use of this product can be found at:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Related documentation includes the following:

◆ NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Release Notes

◆ NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Installation Guide

◆ NetWorker PowerSnap Module Version 2.5 Command Reference Guide

◆ NetWorker documentation:

• Administration guide
• Installation guide
• Release notes
• Command reference guide
• Disaster recovery guide

◆ NetWorker Management Console (NMC) online help

◆ EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide

Readers of this guide are expected to be familiar with the following topics:

◆ EMC NetWorker

◆ SYMCLI commands and the SYMAPI Solution Enabler

◆ PowerSnap Module commands 

Conventions used in
this document

EMC uses the following conventions for special notices.

Note: A note presents information that is important, but not hazard-related.

CAUTION!
A caution contains information essential to avoid data loss or damage to the system 
or equipment. 

IMPORTANT!
An important notice contains information essential to operation of the software. 

Appendix C, “Troubleshooting” Provides debugging techniques, error messages, and log file entries. 
Resolutions and workarounds for problems are also provided.

Appendix D, “Common Symmetrix CLI 
and LVM commands”

Contains a variety of useful Symmetrix (SYMCLI) commands and 
Logical Volume Manager tasks that you might need to perform.

Appendix E, “Licensing and Enabling 
the Software”

Provides information on how the software is licensed, how licenses are 
managed, and the evaluation process.

Table 1 This guide’s organization  (continued)

Title Description
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Administration Guide6
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Preface
Typographical conventions
EMC uses the following type style conventions in this document:

Where to get help EMC support, product, and licensing information can be obtained as follows.

Product information — For documentation, release notes, software updates, or for 
information about EMC products, licensing, and service, go to the EMC Powerlink 
web site (registration required) at:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

Technical support — For technical support, go to EMC Customer Service on 
Powerlink. To open a service request through Powerlink, you must have a valid 
support agreement. Please contact your EMC sales representative for details about 
obtaining a valid support agreement or to answer any questions about your account.

Normal Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of interface elements (such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons, 

fields, and menus)
• Names of resources, attributes, pools, Boolean expressions, buttons, DQL 

statements, keywords, clauses, environment variables, filenames, functions, 
utilities

• URLs, pathnames, filenames, directory names, computer names, links, groups, 
service keys, file systems, notifications

Bold: Used in running (nonprocedural) text for:
• Names of commands, daemons, options, programs, processes, services, 

applications, utilities, kernels, notifications, system call, man pages

Used in procedures for:
• Names of interface elements (such as names of windows, dialog boxes, buttons, 

fields, and menus)
• What user specifically selects, clicks, presses, or types

Italic: Used in all text (including procedures) for:
• Full titles of publications referenced in text
• Emphasis (for example a new term)
• Variables

Courier: Used for:
• System output, such as an error message or script 
• URLs, complete paths, filenames, prompts, and syntax when shown outside of 

running text 

Courier bold: Used for:
• Specific user input (such as commands) 

Courier italic: Used in procedures for:
• Variables on command line
• User input variables 

< > Angle brackets enclose parameter or variable values supplied by the user

[ ] Square brackets enclose optional values

| Vertical bar indicates alternate selections - the bar means “or”

{ } Braces indicate content that you must specify (that is, x or y or z)

... Ellipses indicate nonessential information omitted from the example
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Administration Guide 7
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Your comments Comments and suggestions about our product documentation are always welcome. 

To provide feedback:

1. Go to:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com

2. Click the Feedback link.
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.5 Administration Guide8
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This chapter includes the following sections:

◆ About this guide............................................................................................................... 9
◆ Overview ........................................................................................................................... 9
◆ Configurations ................................................................................................................ 17
◆ Summary ......................................................................................................................... 22

Overview
The PowerSnap Module solution provides high-performance block level (image) as 
well as traditional file and operating system-based backup technology. The 
traditional backups are called conventional backups. Block level (image) backups are 
similar to traditional NetWorker backups, but when the file data is saved, the file 
system and volume manager are circumvented, and the data is read from the disk 
directly. The index format on tape is exactly the same as that of a traditional backup 
index format.

The advantage of block level or image backups is that they are faster than 
conventional backups, that is, if the file or raw volume size is predominately over 2 
MB. 

How the PowerSnap software works with the NetWorker software
PowerSnap has seamlessly integrated snapshot technology into NetWorker software. 
PowerSnap features are configured through NetWorker. The application server with 
the PowerSnap Module communicates with the NetWorker server to back up a 
volume or file system that belongs to a client. The group of files, volumes, or file 
systems from a single client, which describe the collection of data for which a 
point-in-time copy (PIT) is created on an external disk subsystem, such as a storage 
array, is referred to as a snap set. 

For instant backups, the PowerSnap Module software creates a PIT, or snapshot, of 
the snap set and stores the copy on the Symmetrix array as a snapshot session. This is 
known as an instant backup. The instant backup is a snapshot that is not written to 
tape, but has some metadata that is written to tape. 

Introduction
Introduction 9



Introduction
The PowerSnap Module does the following:

◆ Uses the snap pool file to identify physical volumes for which a PIT copy needs to 
be created.

◆ Performs file system quiescing/flushing, if required, and creates a fully usable 
snapshot copy. 

◆ Creates PIT copies after quiescing the file systems of such duration that the user 
should not notice any delay. 

All backups can be done with a second-host proxy client (data mover), which results 
in better performance because the load (CPU and memory utilization) is shared with 
the proxy host. An instant backup for nonimage backups of the data is created from 
the application server, but the proxy client moves the actual data to the tape or disk 
medium. The proxy client is specified in the Client resource of the NetWorker 
Administrator software. 

Validation The PowerSnap Module validates the snap set for which a snapshot will be created. If 
the object for which the snapshot has to be created is not in a consistent state, then the 
PowerSnap Module fails the operation with the appropriate error messages.

Snapshot backup Once the nonimage instant backup is taken, that snapshot is then backed up to a 
traditional backup device, such as disk or tape. This type of solution protects the data 
from both physical failures (such as the destruction of storage) and logical failures 
(such as an accidental deletion).

Snapshot
data-protection

Snapshot data-protection implementations vary depending on vendor. Some 
implementations allow the snapshot image to be written or updated, although some 
may be tightly integrated with the backup software. Additionally, some techniques 
require less disk space for the copy. The two primary techniques are split-mirror and 
copy-on-write (CoW).

Split-mirror technique
In split-mirror, or disk mirroring, every write request to the original data is 
automatically duplicated to other mirrors or copies of that data. A mirror is 
redundant and is not a frozen image or snapshot. The mirror can be temporarily 
suspended, or split, to create a snapshot. The disk subsystem temporarily stops 
making updates to the mirrored copy. The data is frozen at that point. The 
split-mirror can then be used for the backup process or other purposes. Mirrors create 
a snapshot of the data with the split capability. Unlike the CoW technique, a full data 
copy is available. This requires three copies of the volume to provide continuous 
processing for backup. When the backup is complete, the mirror is resumed. In this 
setup, there is a primary and secondary real-time copy, and another PIT copy of the 
data. 

Using Symmetrix device mirroring for backups offers this key advantage: the backup 
of a static mirror-copy of the data rather than the production data itself. For example, 
databases need special handling to prepare them for backup, either shutdown or 
online backup mode. But, with mirroring, they need this special handling for only the 
brief time that is needed to split the mirrors, not for the duration of the backup. 
During the backup, the database server can function normally by using the 
production disks for the database.

Note: The PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix uses both the split-mirror and CoW techniques of 
snapshot data-protection.
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.4 Administration Guide10
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CoW technique
When a backup is requested using the CoW technique, the disk subsystem creates a 
second pointer, or a snapshot index, and represents it as a new, and full, copy. To the 
user, it is the same. The snapshot is created by saving the original data to a snapshot 
index whenever data in the archetypal volume is updated. The snapshot process 
creates an empty snapshot index, to maintain the original values that later change in 
the archetypal volume after creation. The snapshot is a combination of the archetypal 
volume data with the snapshot index which contains original data changed in the 
archetypal volume. 

The CoW technique requires a fraction of the archetypal volume disk space. Average 
snapshot disk space requirements are 10 percent to 20 percent of the archetypal 
volume space. The requirement depends on how long the snapshot is active and how 
many writes are made to the archetypal volume (that is, snapshot index). Except in a 
heavy write environment or when the copy is required to be active for a long time, 
CoW is efficient.

CoW technique-based snapshots are good for impact-less backup operations because:

◆ Snapshot creation is quick when compared with split-mirror technique-based 
snapshots.

◆ Snapshots requires less storage space than split-mirror technique snapshots, 
which require the same amount of storage space as the source volume.

CoW technology-based snapshots depend on underlying storage space for repository 
and cache and the archetypal volume combined, to present a particular PIT view of 
the source volume. Repository and cache storage space is allocated at the time of 
snapshot creation and, depending on the vendor's implementation, is fixed or can be 
expanded. Load on repository and cache increases as more writes occur on the source 
volume and may overrun the repository and cache storage space, which means the 
snapshot view is broken and the snapshot is rendered useless. Furthermore, when 
multiple snapshots exist for a given archetypal volume, large amounts of write 
activity can break all or some of the snapshots. An instant recovery when performed 
on the archetypal volume results in a large amount on write activity and again may 
result in breaking one or more snapshots. 

Consider the following recommendations to avoid such scenarios. When performing 
an instant recovery, do one of the following:

◆ Perform the instant recovery to an alternate location so the archetypal volume is 
not impacted. Snapshots are retained for subsequent operations. 

◆ Before performing an instant recovery, expand the repository and cache by using 
a vendor-provided mechanism to accommodate the blocks from the archetypal 
volume. 

The NetWorker PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix supports both CoW and 
split-mirror techniques of snapshot data-protection.

How the PowerSnap software works with Symmetrix
The PowerSnap Module interacts with the Symmetrix storage system by using its 
EMC TimeFinder®/Snap and EMC TimeFinder functionality to create and maintain 
snapshots of the data. This interaction occurs by using both in-band (through the 
Fibre Channel interface) and out-of-band (through the LAN) communications. Once a 
snapshot is created, the PowerSnap Module instantaneously verifies that the copy is 
clean and mountable, so backup and recovery operations can be performed as 
necessary.
Overview 11
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Supported features The NetWorker software supports the following backup and recovery features when 
the PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix is installed.

AES Encryption
AES Encryption is a data encryption standard that is supported by NetWorker. Its 
purpose is to prevent the reading of backup tapes by unauthorized users.

AIX MPIO
MPIO is an acronym for multi-path IO. It is the AIX equivalent of PowerPath.AIX 
MPIO support is for traditional workflows only in a homogeneous environment. AIX MPIO 
is supported without PowerPath being installed on the client or the proxy client. 

Note: AIX MPIO support is for traditional workflows only in a homogeneous environment. 
FLIB and FLIR-type backups and restores are not supported. The Symmetrix array supports 
either MPIO or PowerPath, but not both simultaneously. For a given backup or restore, 
all devices must either use AIX MPIO or all devices involved must not use AIX MPIO.

Snapshot platform techniques

◆ EMC TimeFinder BCV (split-mirror)
◆ EMC TimeFinder/Snap VDEV (CoW)
◆ EMC TimeFinder Clone (Clone)

With traditional PowerSnap, separate backups may be run from the same client as 
follows:

◆ One backup has data that is protected with BCVs
◆ The other backup with data protected with VDEVs
◆ The other backup with data protected with Clones

The SYMM_SNAP_TECH application variable does not need to be specified in most 
cases. The product will identify the snap technology that is being used. 

Note: Both BCVs and STDs can be used for Clone operations; however, if BCVs are used for the 
Clone operation, SYMM_SNAP_TECH must be set to “clone.”

Native TimeFinder Clone support for backup, rollover, and restore allows for more 
clones than with TimeFinder BCV. A mirror position not used in the Symmetrix for 
clones leaves room for other Symmetrix operations such as SRDF and Symmetrix 
optimizer. 

PowerSnap does not support the use of clones of R2 devices. Rollback operations and 
FLIR to mirror operations using a BCV/clone/snap will fail if the STD to which the 
restore is occurring has another clone/snap sessions associated with it, or another 
established BCV, unless the SYMM_RB_OVERRIDE_OTHER_TGTS has been set to 
TRUE. 

Note: It is not recommended to mix clones, VDEVs, and BCVs for a file system 
crossing multiple disks. For example, a file system crossing three STDs (STD1, STD2, 
and STD3); the target devices are VDEV, BCV, and STD, respectively, where 
SYMM_SNAP_TECH is not set.

Tolerance for Symmetrix thin-provisioned LUNS
STD devices and clones can potentially be thin-provisioned. STD devices and clones 
can become larger from a host perspective as they are used.
EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX Version 2.4 Administration Guide12
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EMC Symmetrix SRDF/S

SRDF/S is a business continuance solution that maintains a real-time (synchronous) 
copy of data at the logical volume level. This protection is transparent to the host 
operating system and host application.

PowerSnap versions earlier than 2.4 (SP2) support Symmetrix configurations in an 
SRDF/S environment. This support continues.

Note: With SRDF support, a file system that crosses two RDF/RA groups constitutes an 
unsupported PowerSnap configuration.

File-logical image backup

PowerSnap is optimized to perform nondisruptive backups of large data sets quickly. 
PowerSnap file-logical image backups (FLIB) are best suited for backups of large files. 
Currently this capability is provided through a Solaris data mover for Solaris, HP-UX, 
Microsoft Windows (32-bit), and IBM AIX clients.

Instant backup

Instant backup (nonimage), where PIT copies of the data can be created manually or 
through a schedule, serve as the backup in this case. An instant backup is always a 
level full backup. If the instant, or PIT, backup is not rolled over, there is no 
incremental backup possible.

Live backup

Live backup with one of the following conditions:

◆ Data is immediately sent to a tape or disk medium and the snapshot is deleted

◆ Existing snapshot is backed up to a storage medium, in which case the snapshot is 
retained

Flexibility of heterogeneous and homogeneous proxy client

The PowerSnap data service module (DSM) for homogeneous and heterogeneous 
configurations use raw disk I/O on disk devices to read/write data. 

DSM for the heterogeneous configuration will use foreign disk I/O on disk devices to 
read and write data.

Dynamic multipathing (DMP)

DMP provides support in environments where multiplexing software is installed, 
such as EMC PowerPath.

This feature is supported by the discovery component of the PowerSnap Module. 
Typically, multipaths need to be converted into operating system pathnames that are 
better understood by the volume managers and the snapshot subsystems for various 
snapshot and volume manager operations. In cases where this is directly supported 
by the volume manager or the snapshot subsystem for the DMP path, this feature is 
satisfied on its own without the mapping support from PowerSnap Module.

Clients and proxy clients that have both PowerPath and VERITAS Dynamic 
Multipathing (DMP) enabled on their client systems may encounter issues with 
traditional or image backup, such as not being able to discover VxVM, DMP and 
PowerPath disks. 
Overview 13
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PowerSnap is capable of the following:

◆ Perform backups and restores where valid PowerPath pseudo device paths are in 
use.

◆ Support for backup and restore where valid DMP pseudo device paths are in use.

PowerSnap cannot support the invalid DMP paths that typically occur when both 
PowerPath and DMP are installed and enabled on the same system. 

IMPORTANT!
DMP must be installed and enabled first. Otherwise, invalid DMP device paths 
could be created when DMP auto-discovers existing PowerPath pseudo device 
paths (which DMP mistakenly treats as normal native device paths to attached 
physical disks). If PowerSnap attempts to backup using an invalid DMP path, an 
error message similar to the following appears (from LGTpa91886):

SymPdevSync: sym_rc: SYMAPI_C_PDEV_NOT_FOUND
Error: SymPdevShow /dev/rdsk/emcpower207s2 returned 
SYMAPI_C_PDEV_NOT_FOUND 
Device not known to symapi database 

PowerPath supports configurations where both DMP and PowerPath software are 
installed. Invalid DMP device paths will occur if you install DMP after PowerPath 
disk device paths have already been established on the same system. The invalid 
paths cause PowerSnap backups and restores to fail. DMP must be installed and/or 
enabled, and device paths established prior to installing PowerPath and establishing 
PowerPath device paths.

Instant Recovery

Save set and file-by-file recovery of a PIT copy to a standard source by using instant, 
nonimage backup recoveries, where data is copied back from a mounted PIT copy of 
the data.

Save set and file-by-file recovery

Traditional save set and file-by-file recoveries of the data from tape or disk.

Image recovery

Image backup recoveries in the form of FLIR (file-logical image restore) and FLIR that 
uses a mirror-type recoveries.

Considerations Listed by operating system, the following considerations apply to the PowerSnap 
Module for Symmetrix storage software:

◆ HP-UX

Supported volume manager configurations include LVM.

◆ Microsoft Windows

Supported volume manager configurations include VxVm (VERITAS Volume 
Manager).

◆ Solaris

VxVm is the supported volume manager. 
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NetWorker backup with the PowerSnap Module
NetWorker backups use the PowerSnap Module functionality to create a PIT copy of 
a file system that belongs to a client. This is an instant backup since the PIT copy 
serves as the backup. Many instant backups can be performed in a single day, thus 
allowing for more favorable recovery point objectives (RPO) and recovery time 
objectives (RTO). 

In addition, rollover and FLIB-type backups are available:

◆ Rollover backup for homogeneous (traditional PowerSnap) which includes:

- An existing PIT copy of the data is copied to a tape or disk medium, much like 
a traditional NetWorker backup. The PIT copy, or snapshot, is retained. Thus, 
two copies of this backup now exist. The resulting save set that is created on 
tape is called a rollover save set.

- A PIT copy of the data is created and immediately backed up to tape or disk. 
The snapshot is deleted after the backup is complete. This is a serverless 
backup, so no snapshots are retained, and should use the serverless policy.

- A PIT copy of the data is created and later backed up to tape. This is a delayed 
rollover.

Delayed PiT copy backups to tape, or rollovers, are always at the full level. 

◆ File-logical image (FLIB) for heterogeneous (image PowerSnap), which uses only 
a serverless policy.

Backups may be either a traditional file-logical type or a high-performance image 
backup type. The latter high-performance image backup type FLIB-type backup.

A FLIB-type backup first “walks” through each file in the file system to gather file 
information and extent list information. Then, the file system and volume manager 
are circumvented and the data is read directly from the disk. The file and extent list 
information for each file is used to place the data onto tape (only onto tape). The 
index is written to client and media management indexes. Since each file is walked, 
the resulting format on tape is exactly as that of a traditional NetWorker backups.

An image backup protects a host-accessible set of disks listed by their Symmetrix 
device names in a user-supplied list. The user can recover image backups to their 
original disks or other disks by using a SAN.

Traditional backups to tape or disk that do not use this snapshot capability are still 
possible with the NetWorker software, even after the PowerSnap Module for 
Symmetrix storage software is installed. The Group resource configuration 
determines whether or not a backup uses the PowerSnap Module features.

NetWorker recovery with the PowerSnap Module
With an instant recovery, the saved file system is retrieved from a mounted PIT copy 
that was created with the instant backup. A minimal amount of time is required for 
this type of recovery. 

If the PIT copy was backed up to permanent storage, a traditional recovery from tape 
or disk is performed to retrieve the data. Both save set and file-by-file recoveries are 
supported for both instant and traditional recoveries from tape or disk. 

FLIR type recovery A FLIR (file-logical image recover) is obtained directly from the proxy client host to 
the production volume (STD), and consists of only data blocks. This requires that 
earlier file preallocation, extension and truncation be complete on the application 
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host by using native operating system input/output paths before the recovery. Data 
movement is bounded by data blocks of files that have requested for recovery. This is 
a nondestructive recovery. In a FLIR, a BCV or VDEV may be used to keep a copy of 
the STD volume as it was prior to the recovery.

FLIR is supported by nsrsnap_recover. The application variable, 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR is supported by nsrsnap_recover to allow this type 
of restore.

Note: FLIR is limited to less than or equal to 500 files. To circumvent this limitation, use a 
conventional-type PowerSnap recovery, or use a raw device for file-logical image backups 
(FLIB) and recoveries (FLIR).

RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER
variable

RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER contains a colon-separated list of any of the following 
values, in any order, optionally specified: 

◆ PIT 
◆ FLIR
◆ Conventional
◆ Rollback

Backups result in two kinds of persistent data storage, called save sets and snap sets. 
Snap sets use array technology and are PIT copies. They can be restored by means of 
a rollback or an instant restore only. Save sets are media backups and can be restored 
by using a FLIR or a conventional network restore only.

The default value of RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER is pit:conventional:flir. All 
combinations of values for RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER are supported in any order. 
However, some restrictions apply: 

◆ FLIR and conventional restore must always be from a save set.

◆ PIT copy and rollback restore must always be from a snap set. 

If a request is made for an unsupported configuration, that type will be skipped and 
the next type will be tried. This is called “fallback”. Any type can fallback to any other 
type. However FLIR has steps beyond which it becomes too late to fallback to any 
other type. This causes FLIR not to always fallback. If a user has reached this case, the 
recovery must be rerun with “-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=conventional” using 
nsrsnap_recover.

Rollback is the only type that it is never in RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER by default 
because it can affect more than the recovery targets. It can be added, in any position 
or order.

Backup and recovery universal compatibility
Backup and recovery compatibility is universal (with limitations). Any full 
(nonincremental) PowerSnap backup is recoverable not only by FLIR, but also by 
conventional network restore. Similarly, any network backup is restorable not only by 
network restore but also by FLIR   This holds true for raw volumes and regular files. 
Exceptions include: directories, hard links, symm links, files with holes, and any 
NetWorker Module type objects. 

FLIR has the restriction that STD devices (production volumes) be visible to the data 
mover at the time of restore. 

Incremental backups performed by any method will not be recoverable with FLIR.

FLIR that uses a mirror Part of the standard PowerSnap installation, the FLIR that uses a mirror feature uses 
SAN (serverless recoveries) technology to recover data to a BCV or VDEV mirror 
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device, or to a combination of those devices. The FLIR that uses a mirror feature is 
exclusive to the Symmetrix SCM (snap shot control module). 

File preallocation occurs on the application host before a BCV or VDEV is 
synchronized and/or established with the STD. Once created, the proxy client 
recovers the data to a BCV or VDEV and then rolls back that data to the production 
volume (STD). The STD remains unmounted for the duration of the restore. If the 
STD volume is changed while the recovery is being performed, the changes will be 
lost.

FLIR that uses a mirror is without a server and without a LAN over a SCSI/Fibre that 
uses a heterogeneous data mover (currently Solaris only). It provides file (regular), 
directory, or raw device levels of granularity.

The FLIR that uses a mirror feature has three advantages over the FLIR feature:

◆ Reduces restore window from hours to minutes

◆ Security of the proxy client as there is no direct hardware access to the STD disks

◆ More safeguards are available with FLIR that uses a mirror

If the user does not commit recovered data at the end of a FLIR that uses a mirror, the 
PowerSnap identity of the BCV-type copy is preserved. The following is then 
performed at a convenient time:

◆ Quiesce the target host applications.

◆ Back up the files that would have otherwise been destroyed by the rollback.

◆ Unmount all file systems on the STD disks.

◆ Perform a rollback of the copy of the STD disks.

The result will be a return to the prerecovery status. To accomplish this, the recovery 
must be configured to leave the mirrors down after the recovery.

FLIR is performed with the CLI command, nsrsnap_recover, which allows instant 
and tape recovery. A PowerSnap backup is recoverable through nwrecover, 
nwadmin, and nsrsnapadmin.

How FLIR that uses a mirror works

The following process occurs when a FLIR that uses a mirror process is invoked 
through the nsrsnap_recover command.

1. All files to be restored are precreated on the target file system of the application 
host (“destructive”).

2. The file systems are unmounted for the duration of the recovery.

3. A mirror is established and split.

4. All files are extent mapped by the Solaris proxy client.

5. Data is moved to the extents (precreated files) by the proxy client.

6. Data moves by the proxy client directly to the mirror disks.

7. Proxy client sees mirror volumes.

8. Mirror is told to update the STD with the sync_from_mirror variable set to YES.

Refer to Table 5 on page 47 for information on additional variables for FLIR that 
uses a mirror.

9. Restore is performed to a mirror(s) with the restore_to_mirror variable set to YES.

10. The file systems are re-mounted
Overview 17
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NetWorker proxy 
client encryption

Recent modifications to the proxy client software components enable NetWorker to 
provide for consistent encryption of data, and allow cross-module backup and restore 
encryption that uses a proxy client in both homogeneous and heterogeneous proxy 
client configurations on near-line storage (tape/optical). In addition, PowerSnap 
supports encryption of data to offline media, not instant backup, during backups of 
BCVs and VDEVs created by using PowerSnap modules.

This feature does not change the PowerSnap user interface.

For more information about NetWorker proxy client encryption, refer to the EMC 
NetWorker Administration Guide.

Rollbacks Depending on the hardware’s particular capabilities, rollbacks are possible when 
using the PowerSnap Module software. A rollback recovers a specific PIT copy to a 
volume. You can request a rollback without having to retrieve data from the 
secondary storage.

Rollbacks are destructive by nature, which means that the entire content of the disk is 
overwritten. 

In addition, a rollback of a managed or nonmanaged volume releases the BCV lock. 
This prevents the snapshot from being maintained and causes the snap set to become 
invalid.

To minimize the impact of this destructive nature, perform a tape backup of the 
snapshot before performing a rollback operation.

Rollforwards A rollforward is the process of progressing data from a rollback using one or more 
instant backups. For example, if three snapshots were created at 10 A.M., 11 A.M., 
and 12 P.M., the user can perform a rollback to the 10 A.M. snapshot and then a 
rollforward to the 11 A.M. snapshot or even the 12 P.M. snapshot.

A rollforward as a direct feature is not supported by the PowerSnap Module for 
Symmetrix. You may perform a rollback from a more recent copy to approximate the 
same effect.

Configurations
The PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix supports both LAN-based and LAN-free 
configurations. In both configurations, the backup and recovery methods use a proxy 
client and an instant backup is performed.

Proxy client setups PowerSnap 2.5 supports the Japanese Solaris data mover (proxy client) for file system 
backup in Solaris and Solaris, and HP-UX and Solaris setups.

Proxy clients may use English or Japanese in the following configurations.

Solaris and Solaris setup
◆ Application host: Solaris 9 and 10 (Japanese)
◆ Data mover/NetWorker server: Solaris 9 and 10 (Japanese)
◆ NetWorker release: 7.5.1L (Japanese)
◆ File and directory names in English, only the contents in Japanese

HP-UX and Solaris setup
◆ Application host: HP-UX version 11.11 (Japanese)
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◆ Data mover/NetWorker server: Solaris 9 and 10 (Japanese)
◆ NetWorker release: 7.5.1L (Japanese)
◆ File and directory names in English, only the contents in Japanese

Homogeneous or heterogeneous configurations
In addition, configurations are one of the following:

◆ Homogeneous: In this configuration, the client and proxy client must run the 
same version of the supported operating system.

◆ Heterogeneous: In this configuration the client can run any one of the supported 
operating systems with specific file systems. The proxy client is supported only on 
English Solaris 8, 9, 10.

For further information on homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations, refer to 
the EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide, which is maintained at:

http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

Supported configurations
The following Symmetrix/DMX configurations are supported. 

Note: Snapshots (PIT copies) are represented by S1 through S5.

Figure 1 on page 20 shows multiple BCV/VDEV support for BCVs/VDEVs in the 
same Symmetrix.

Figure 2 on page 21 shows multiple BCV/VDEV support for BCVs/VDEVs 
associated with R2 in the remote Symmetrix/DMX (RBCV).

Notes: With SRDF support, a file system that crosses two RDF/RA groups constitutes 
an unsupported PowerSnap configuration.

Multiple file system partitions on the same disk is not supported.
Configurations 19
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Figure 1 Multiple BCV/VDEV support for BCVs/VDEVs in same Symmetrix
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Figure 2 Multiple BCV support for BCVs associated with R2 in the Remote Symmetrix/DMX 
(RBCVs)

Figure 3 on page 22 shows LAN-based configurations. The application server and the 
proxy client server have the PowerSnap Module and the NetWorker client software 
installed.

The data moves as follows:

1. The NetWorker server, which can be any supported platform, initiates the process 
by contacting the application server where the PowerSnap Module software is 
installed.

2. The application server with the PowerSnap Module software creates a snapshot, 
or PIT copy, of the data on the Symmetrix. 

3. The proxy client can use any copy in primary storage to transfer the data over the 
LAN and into tape or disk. 

Figure 3 on page 22 shows a LAN-based configuration with direct-attached storage 
(DAS). 
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Figure 3 Data Transfer over LAN with DAS configuration

Figure 4 on page 23 show LAN-free configurations. The application server has the 
NetWorker client and PowerSnap Module software installed. The proxy client has the 
NetWorker storage node and client, and the PowerSnap Module software installed. 

The data moves as follows:

1. The NetWorker server, which can be on any supported platform, initiates the 
process by contacting the application server where the PowerSnap Module 
software is installed.

2. The application server with the PowerSnap Module software creates a snapshot, 
or PIT copy, of the data on the Symmetrix storage volume. 

3. The proxy client, in this case the storage node with NetWorker storage node, 
NetWorker client software, and NetWorker PowerSnap Module software 
installed, can use any copy in primary storage (Symmetrix) to transfer the data on 
to tape or disk. 

The NetWorker server and the application server communicate through the LAN, 
but the data itself is not transferred across the LAN, so there is little impact on the 
application server.

Note: In the figures, snapshots (PIT copies) are represented by S1 through S5. 

Figure 4 on page 23 shows a LAN-free configuration with DAS. 
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Figure 4 Direct data transfer with DAS

Figure 3 on page 22 and Figure 4 on page 23 are also supported for remote BCVs.

Table 2 on page 23 lists supported volume configurations, where the snapshot is 
mountable.

Unsupported 
configurations The PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix does not provide single-node (or production 

mount) support for image workflows. In this case, the client cannot be the same 
system as the data mover. Even with traditional workflows, some functions in 
single-node configurations are not supported, for example, with Windows 2003, an 
instant backup may cause a disk drive’s name to change (D:\ to L:\).

Summary
The PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix software enhances the NetWorker software 
by allowing continuous snapshot-based data-protection and availability. 

The application server with the PowerSnap Module software installed creates the PIT 
copy of the snap set on the Symmetrix storage. The PIT copy is registered with the 
NetWorker server. That PIT copy is used to back up the data to a traditional tape or 
disk backup device to protect the data from both physical and logical failures. 
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Table 2 Supported volume configuration

Configuration

Volumes

Unmanaged

Managed
(VERITAS VxVM 
Dynamic Disk Group)

LDMa

(Logical Disk 
Manager)

a.On Microsoft Windows, LDM Dynamic disk is not supported.

LVM
(Logical Volume 
Manager)
(HP-UX)

Same Host Supported Not Supported Not Supported Supported

Proxy Client Supported Supported Not Supported Supported
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In addition, the use of a second-host proxy client for backups lessens the impact on 
the application server. The proxy client moves the data to the storage medium. 

Both save set and file-by-file recoveries are supported for the following:

◆ Instant recoveries, where the saved data is retrieved from a mounted PIT copy. 

◆ Traditional recoveries, where the data is retrieved from tape or disk.

◆ Rollbacks—block level recoveries from a PIT.
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Once the NetWorker software is configured to support PowerSnap operations, you 
can perform backups. In addition, after the snapshots are created, you can manage 
these snapshots with the nsrsnapadmin command. For more information on the 
nsrsnapadmin command, see “The nsrsnapadmin command” on page 61.

This chapter includes the following sections:

◆ NetWorker backups with the PowerSnap Module ................................................... 25
◆ savegrp command line backup .................................................................................... 29
◆ Snapshot management .................................................................................................. 31
◆ Backup deduplication integration ............................................................................... 35
◆ Language localization.................................................................................................... 36

NetWorker backups with the PowerSnap Module
You can schedule a PowerSnap backup through the NetWorker Management 
Console’s NetWorker Administration interface, or perform the backup from the 
command line. If you perform the backup from the command line, the following 
resources must have already been configured in the NetWorker Administration 
interface:

◆ Snapshot policy
◆ Pool
◆ Group
◆ Client

Note: By definition, all instant backups are full (level 0). If an instant backup is not rolled over, 
as in the case of a live backup, incrementally scheduled backups will, in fact, be full backups.

The PowerSnap Module and NetWorker software creates file indexes from PIT 
copies, just as with save sets.

PowerSnap supports conventional incremental backups. To perform a scheduled 
backup by using an existing PIT copy that has been rolled over to tape, designate the 
level in the backup schedule in the NetWorker Client resource. Full, incremental and 
level 1-9 backups are supported. Consolidated backups are not supported.

When a nonimage instant backup occurs, a PIT copy is created. By performing instant 
backups on a regular basis, such as every few hours, improvements can be made to 
Recovery Time Objectives and Recovery Point Objectives. In addition, if a system 
goes down, you can roll back a snap set from a specific time to recover the data. 

Backups and
Snapshot

Management
Backups and Snapshot Management 25
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Example 1 Reducing exposure to data loss

An instant backup is set to be performed every two hours. A virus brings down the 
system, and it is determined that the virus was present on the system 30 minutes 
before the last backup. In such a case, roll back the save set from a specific time when 
the virus was not present. The exposure to data loss will be less because of the 
frequency of the backups.

Traditional PiT backups and restores and volume managers
When using PowerSnap in a traditional environment to backup VERITAS managed 
volumes on Symmetrix devices, it is important that there is never more than one copy 
of the volume visible to the proxy client. This should not be an issue if PowerSnap is 
used to perform all mirror management functions. However, if there are mirrors that 
are not managed by PowerSnap visible on the proxy client or it becomes necessary to 
manually split a mirror managed by PowerSnap, then these mirrors must be in a 
“not_ready” state prior to performing a PowerSnap backup or restore. This can be 
done either by specifying the not_ready flag when splitting the mirrors or by putting 
the mirrors in the not_ready state after they are split.

Failure to make the mirrors not_ready to the proxy client may result in backup and 
restore issues as VxVM is unable to distinguish between the multiple copies and 
therefore cannot reliably import the volume group.

PowerSnap in a cluster environment
A virtual client failover may cause a savegroup backup may hang or require too 
much time to fail. As a result, the savegroup “autorestart” is enabled, but, because the 
savegroup is still running, the autorestart aborts. A client retry (if set up to retry more 
than once) will not start until the backup fails after about two hours.

NetWorker backup support during a failover is not supported. The backup will not 
continue on the secondary node if a failover occurs during the backup. In the process, 
the backup hangs and times out after a significant period of time.

Within a high-availability cluster environment, the client retry setting should be set to 
a value greater than 1. In addition, savegrp autorestart should be set to activate. Then, 
if the active node malfunctions, the first scheduled backup will fail and the client 
retry or savegrp autorestart will start on the secondary node.

PowerSnap in a SAN environment and Microsoft Windows 2008
The SAN policy must be set for PowerSnap backups on the Microsoft Windows 2008 
platform. By default, Microsoft Windows 2008 displays SAN disks as “offline.” This 
causes imported disks on the proxy client to be offline too and a backup to fail. Log 
inspections show disk signature errors. 

To change the default SAN policy, use the Microsoft Windows diskpart command as 
follows:

1. From the Microsoft Windows 2008 Start button, open a Command Prompt 
window.

2. At the command line prompt, type diskpart and press Enter.
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3. Once the program opens in a separate window, type SAN and press Enter. 

For example:

DISKPART>SAN

The following is displayed after SAN is entered:

SAN POLICY : Offline Shared

4. At the DISKPART prompt, type SAN POLICY=OnlineAll and press Enter. 

For example:

DISKPART> SAN POLICY=OnlineAll

The following is displayed after SAN POLICY=OnlineAll is entered:

Diskpart successfully changed the SAN policy for the current 
operation system.

To verify this condition:

5. At the DISKPART prompt, type SAN and press Enter. 

DISKPART>SAN

The following is displayed:

SAN POLICY : Online All

To exit the diskpart program:

6. At the DISKPART prompt, type exit and press Enter.

Image backups Through the use of a heterogeneous proxy client, PowerSnap performs 
high-performance image backups in the form of a file-logical image backup (FLIB). 
Data is read in units of disk blocks which circumvent the file system and logical 
volume manager layers. With the current release, only a Solaris platform on the proxy 
client is supported. FLIB supports file, directory, and raw device levels of granularity. 
The FLIB type backup goes only to tape. There is no way to retain the backup 
otherwise.

Note: For all configurations, the default uses a traditional network backup and recovery rather 
than the FLIB/FLIR type of backup and recovery.

In order to run AIX/JFS2 image backups in PowerSnap, users are required to have 
PowerPath installed on their AIX client. The PowerPath installation guide mandates 
users to install the ODM package for AIX. The Symmetrix and CLARiiON entries 
must be added to the AIX ODM database as part of this procedure and if AIX 5.2 or 
5.3 is in use, then the EMC AIX.5.2.0.4 package must also be installed.

PowerSnap supports only file level incremental backups. No FLIB-type incremental 
backups are supported, only full backups. 

PowerSnap does not support image backups of mount or junction points.

PowerSnap uses a list of modified files, based on timestamps provided by 
NetWorker. When provided a file, PowerSnap backs up the entire file. PowerSnap 
determines if a file is eligible for a file level incremental backup on the application 
host.

There is no change in recovery, as all data for an incremental file recovery will be 
backed up in file logical order.
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Note: Microsoft Windows FLIB backup directory path cannot exceed 247 characters. If the path 
exceeds 247, the FLIR-type recovery fails. On Solaris, with SYMAPI version 6.2 or higher, the 
path may be up to 1024 characters. With any lower version of SYMAPI, the path must be 300 or 
less characters. 

Image backups and
ACLs

ACLs (access control lists) on files in file systems are supported by image backup and 
recovery (FLIB-and-FLIR-type backup and recovery).

ACLs, attributes, and ID access on Solaris
The Solaris operating system provides user ID access and control lists (ACL) support, 
which enables the user to define file permissions for the file owner, file group, other, 
specific users and groups, as well as default permissions for each of these categories. 
Related commands are setfacl and getfacl. 

A PowerSnap Module FLIB-type backup saves the permission set by using the setfacl 
command. These permissions are backed up or recovered by NetWorker file-based 
backup and homogeneous proxy client PowerSnap backup. 

When you use the man setfacl command, all options are listed.

For example:

setfacl -m user:jjacob:r-- wipe64 

getfacl wipe64

# file: wipe64
# owner: root
# group: other
user:r-x
user:jjacob:r-- 
#effective:r--
group:r-x 
#effective:r-x
mask:r-x
other:r-x

ACLs and ACEs on Microsoft Windows

All files and directories have attributes and an ACL. An ACL is actually made up of a 
list of ACEs (access control entries). An ACE is the set of permissions that a user or 
user group is allowed or denied for a file. In most cases, a file will have at least one 
ACE.

Attributes on Microsoft Windows

Attributes are read, hidden, system, and archive. They are system-wide in context, 
not per-user. These are the types of attributes for Microsoft Windows:

◆ Read

The file/directory cannot be deleted.

◆ Hidden

The file and directory cannot be seen in the dir command.

◆ System 

The file/dir is considered to be important to the operating system (device driver, 
etc.).

◆ Archive 

The file/dir needs to be “backed up” when attribute is set.
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Use the attrib command to view and set attributes. This command displays or 
changes file attributes.

C:\dev\nw\dev\nsr\snap>attrib /?

The syntax of attrib is:

ATTRIB [+R | -R] [+A | -A ] [+S | -S] [+H | -H] [[drive:] [path] 
filename]

       [/S [/D]]

  +   Sets an attribute.
  -   Clears an attribute.
  R   Read-only file attribute.
  A   Archive file attribute.
  S   System file attribute.
  H   Hidden file attribute.
  /S  Processes matching files in the current folder
      and all subfolders.
  /D  Processes folders as well.

Example:

C:\dev\nw\RMdrops>attrib
A    R     C:\dev\nw\RMdrops\dep.txt
A  SHR     C:\dev\nw\RMdrops\diff.bat
A          C:\dev\nw\RMdrops\stage_drop.bat
A          C:\dev\nw\RMdrops\stage_drop_through_drop_6.bat

ACLs on Microsoft Windows

An ACL is displayed in the Security tab of a Properties page for a file or directory. In 
Microsoft Windows, ACLs are controlled by ACEs, which control user permissions. If 
a user is denied one permission but allowed another, there will be two ACEs. The UI 
will just show the single user, but mark the appropriate boxes under “permissions”. 
An object (file or directory) can have its own set of permissions, or it can inherit the 
permission from its parent.

ACLs, attributes, and ID access on HP-UX
A PowerSnap Module FLIB-type backup saves the permission set by using the setfacl 
command. These permissions are backed up or recovered by NetWorker file-based 
backup and homogeneous proxy client PowerSnap backup. The related command is 
the same as on Solaris: getfacl.

Note: Set ACL commands are different for different operating systems, for example, VxFS and 
HFS, therefore an ACL cannot be recovered by directing that restore to a different type of file 
system. Moving files from one operating systems to another risks losing ACLs.

ACLs, attributes, and ID access on IBM AIX

A PowerSnap Module FLIB-type backup saves AIX Classic ACLs (AIXC) for files and 
directories in JFS2. JFS2 version 2 NFS4 ACLs are not supported.

savegrp command line backup
A savegrp command line PowerSnap backup can be performed by using the savegrp 
command at the command line. All resources must be configured before the backup 
can be performed. For instructions, see the EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for 
EMC Symmetrix DMX, Version 2.5 Installation Guide.
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It is only with a savegrp backup, either from the command line or with a scheduled 
NetWorker Management Console (NMC) backup that the NetWorker snapshot 
retention policy is enforced. 

Note: The Retention policy is not enforced with a nsrsnap_save command line initiated 
backup.

Note: Snapshot Retention policies are honored during a savegrp operation with the exception 
of rollovers. The rollover has to be specified as part of the command line argument with the -b 
option.

Note: When performing PowerSnap conventional backups in a NetWorker Module for SQL 
and PowerSnap workflow, the transaction logs must be on snapshotable disks. When 
transaction logs alone are on a nonsnapshotable disk, whereas other data is on a snap device, 
the backup will fail.

How to perform a savegrp command line backup
To perform a savegrp command line PowerSnap backup from the command line, 
type the following from the NetWorker server:

savegrp groupname

where groupname is the name of the group configured for PowerSnap operations.

Note: If a rollover to media is appropriate, add the -b option to the above command. All 
resources must be configured before the backup can be performed. For example, rollover must 
be specified in the snapshot policy. Any outside applications that start the save process with 
the savegrp command must include the -b option if a rollover is to be included. 

Remember the following when performing an instant backup:

◆ PIT copies can be created manually only if there are enough resources on the 
storage subsystem.

◆ If no resources are available, PIT copies created in a savegrp command line 
manner do not expire copies that were created by a schedule. Those copies are 
retained based upon their retention policies.

How to back up a 
snapshot

If the Backup Snapshots attribute of the Snapshot policy specifies None, the snapshot 
was not automatically backed up to a storage medium when it was created. If that PIT 
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copy has not yet expired, you can back up that data by using the nsrsnapadmin 
command.

To back up the copy:

1. Type the following on the command line:

nsrsnapadmin -s server

where server is the NetWorker server.

2. At the nsrsnapadmin prompt, type the following:

b -S ssid -c client -M proxy_client

where:

◆ ssid is the save set ID for the snapshot.

◆ client is the application server host whose data is getting backed up.

◆ proxy client is the host that actually moves the data.

Note: If the -c and -M options are not specified, the local host is used for client and 
proxy_client.

For more information on the nsrsnapadmin command, see “The nsrsnapadmin 
command” on page 61.

CAUTION!
Conventional recoveries will fail if the Snapshot policy is set to 1,X,day,first and 
the savegroup is run manually, as a rollover does not occur in this scenario. The 
savegroup could not determine which backup was first. In other words, a policy of 
1,X,day,first is only enforced with an automatic/scheduled backup. For this policy 
to run:

1. Enable the Autostart timer.
2. Run savegroup as a scheduled backup. 

In this way, the first snapshot can be determined based on the count and the time 
of the initial group start.

Snapshot management
When a PIT copy is created, a unique save set ID is assigned. In addition, when the 
data from that PIT copy is backed up to a tape or disk medium, a different save set ID 
is assigned to that data. By having two unique save set IDs, the snapshots (PIT copies) 
can be handled separately from the backed-up data. The copy of the data is removed 
only when all snapshots and backups of the data have been deleted.

The nsrsnapadmin command provides the ability to manage file system snapshots, 
including querying, rolling back, deleting, or expiring a snap set.

CAUTION!
The nsrsnapadmin command is only supported for snapshot management in 
environments that create snapshots of file systems. The nsrsnapadmin command 
cannot be used for snapshot management of NetWorker Application Modules.
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To use nsrsnapadmin in an interactive mode, type the following on the command 
line:

nsrsnapadmin -s server

where server is the NetWorker server.

Table 3 on page 32 lists the interactive mode prompt and available options supported 
in the nsrsnapadmin command.

How to query a 
client’s snap sets

The nsrsnapadmin command interacts with mmdb to query a client’s snap sets. The 
command displays specific attributes related to the snap set, as well as related status 
information:

◆ Creation in progress
◆ Copy synchronization in progress
◆ Copy is mounted
◆ Copy is being backed up
◆ Copy is being deleted

The nsrsnapadmin command interacting with mmdb includes information about the 
percentage of the operation being performed on the snap set. For example, after 
starting an instant backup, users are able to see the status of snap set creation through 
both CLI and GUI interfaces. If 30 percent of snap set copy creation has completed, 
then for that appropriate client-snap set combination, NetWorker user interfaces 
report this status.

Table 3 Supported interactive options

To: Specify:

Print all snap sets p -s server -c client -v path
Note: Type -v to print the snapid.

Delete a snap set d -s server -c client -S ssid 

Back up snap set to tape b -S ssid -s server -c client -v
Note: -v is verbose.

Perform a save set recovery R -s server -c client -v -S ssid 
-t destination 
-M proxy_client -T recover_host 
-m path 
Note: -v is verbose.

Perform a rollback B -s server -c client -Fv -S ssid 
-M proxy_client -m path
Note: -v is verbose.

Perform a file-by-file recovery r -s server -c client -M proxy_client 
-T recover_host -S ssid

Reset expiration time for a snap set e time -s server -c client -S ssid

Exit the program q
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To query the snap sets, at the nsrsnapadmin prompt, type the following:

p -s server -c client -v path

where:

◆ server is the NetWorker server.

◆ client is the client from which the data was backed up.

◆ path specifies the name of a particular save set, instead of a list of all save sets.

Note: The -v option displays the snap ID.

A message similar to the following appears:

ssid=4090300235 savetime=2003-05-22 (1053599180) ssname=/bk4

Querying with the
mminfo command

Another way to query a client’s snap sets is with the mminfo command. 
The -q snap option specifies that all snap sets for a particular client should be listed. 

To list the snap sets for a client, type the following on the command line:

mminfo -s server -q snap

where server is the NetWorker server.

In the output from mminfo, PowerSnap save sets that were instant backups can be 
distinguished from traditional save sets by the P option. 

Deleting a PowerSnap Module snap set

Deleting a PowerSnap Module snap set is similar to deleting a standard NetWorker 
save set. The snap set entry is removed from the media database. If the entry is the 
last or only snap set in the media database that is referencing the physical snapshot 
session, then that session is deleted as well. In addition, all resources are freed up so 
they can be used in a future snapshot creation request.

To delete the snap set, at the nsrsnapadmin prompt, type the following:

d -s server -S ssid -c client

where:

◆ server is the NetWorker server.
◆ ssid is the ID of the snap set to be deleted.
◆ client is the client from which the data was backed up.

A snap set can also be deleted with the nsrmm command.

To delete the snap set, type the following at the command line:

nsrmm -d -s server -S ssid

where: 

◆ server is the NetWorker server.
◆ ssid is the snap set ID.

The following message appears:

Snapshot deleted successfully
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Expiring a PowerSnap Module snap set
The expiration policy of a snap set is determined by the Snapshot policy. However, 
you can change the expiration time of a snap set to extend or shorten the retention 
period. 

For example, if the system is out of resources, you can expire a snap set early to free 
up resources. Conversely, to retain a particular PIT copy for a longer period of time, 
you can extend the retention time of the snapshot. 

To expire the snap set, type the following at the nsrsnapadmin prompt:

e time -s server -S ssid -c client

where:

◆ time is the expiration time of the snap set.
◆ server is the NetWorker server.
◆ ssid is the ID of the snap set to be expired.
◆ client is the client from which the data was backed up.

Acceptable date formats are:

• mm/dd[/yy]
• month_name dd[, yy]

Acceptable time formats are:

• hh[:mm[:ss]] [meridian] [zone]
• hhmm [meridian] [zone]

Notes:

• If omitted, the year defaults to the current year.

• If no meridian (A.M. or P.M.) is specified, a 24-hour clock is used.

• If no zone (for example, GMT) is specified, the current time zone is assumed.

• If a date mm/dd/yy is specified (as in nsrsnapadmin e 09/04/07), the time 
defaults to 00:00:00. The snap set's browse and retention times are changed to 
browse=09/04/07 00:00:00 retent=09/07/07 00:00:00. 

• If a time hh:mm:ss is specified (as in nsrsnapadmin e 20:00:00), the date 
defaults to the system time (for example, 09/03/07). The snap set's browse 
and retention times are changed to browse=09/03/07 20:00:00 
retent=09/03/07 20:00:00.

A message similar to the following appears:

Resetting expire time for ssid: 4090300235

The expiration time has been successfully changed.

Expiring PowerSnap 
Module save sets

When expiring index save set entries to free up disk space in the client file index 
database, be aware that both the snap set and the rollover save set—the save set that 
is backed up to tape from a snapshot—are present in the client file index and media 
database. The index entries for the snap set must not be purged prior to expiring the 
index entries for a rollover save set with the nsrmm –d –P command. The file index 
entries for a rollover save set are not purged with the nsrmm -d -P command when 
the index entries for the associated snap set are not present. 

Purging PowerSnap
Module save sets

Use the nsrmm –d –P command on volumes that contain the save set prior to using 
the same command on volumes that contain the corresponding snap set. This allows 
indexes to be purged for save sets on a given volume from the index database. 
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Furthermore, running the same command on the rollover snap set will purge entries 
for snap set as well.

If the snap set has expired and is no longer in the index and media database, running 
nsrmm –d –P on a volume that contains rollover save set purges the index entries.

Importing index
entries into media

database

To enable file-by-file recovery for these save sets, the scanner program, used to 
import data that has passed its browse and retention time, can be used to get the 
index entries back into client file index and media database. Once the NetWorker 
software is configured to support PowerSnap operations, you can perform backups. 
In addition, after the snapshots are created, you can manage these snapshots with the 
nsrsnapadmin command. For more information on the nsrsnapadmin command, see 
“The nsrsnapadmin command” on page 61.

Backup deduplication integration
PowerSnap provides NetWorker integrated deduplication support for file system and 
NetWorker application modules. This support extends to backup deduplication 
during rollover. 

During backup, the nsravtar process puts the backed-up data into a single snap-up. 
Currently, there is one-to-one relationship between NetWorker save set and Avamar 
snap-up. As a result, a separate nsravtar process must be spawned for each 
NetWorker save set created since deletion of a save set corresponds to a snap-up 
deletion. If a backup process creates more than one save set, then a separate nsravtar 
process must be spawned for each save set (this is a NetWorker-nsravtar framework 
limitation).

Management of a NetWorker-initiated deduplication backup is under control of 
NetWorker. All deduplication backups started by NetWorker are treated as ad-hoc 
snap-ups with “forever” retention policies by the Avamar server. 

When the NetWorker server deletes a save set due to expiration or a user request, the 
NetWorker client index and media database entries are deleted immediately and a 
request is created for snap-up deletion from the Avamar server. The snap-up deletion 
request is stored in the “Backups scheduled for deletion” attribute of the 
corresponding deduplication node resource. Periodically, a temporary process is 
spawned by the NetWorker server to retrieve these requests from the RAP database 
and carry out the snap-up deletion on the Avamar server through the nsravamar 
binary. Please refer to the NetWorker deduplication documentation for more details.

If the deduplication node has been configured, PowerSnap deduplication is enabled 
through the Client resource for scheduled backups. When the deduplication box is 
checked in the NetWorker Management Console, or through nsradmin, the name of 
the Avamar server that will store the client’s data must be specified. This is a string 
value, which is the Avamar server hostname as set in the NetWorker deduplication 
node. The value specified will not be checked by PowerSnap.

Note: The PowerSnap variable NSR_DEDUP_USE_CACHE has been added to the list of 
PowerSnap variables to allow users to turn off caching, if desired. 

Optional deduplication variables
Set the NSR_DEDUP_CACHE_TAG (PowerSnap defined) or the 
NSRATR_DEDUP_CACHE_TAG (NetWorker defined) in the Client resource to 
specify a unique name, which will be used to uniquely identify (tag) the caches to be 
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used by nsravtar during backup processing. This parameter should not contain the 
hostname of the client since this name will automatically be appended to the cache 
name by NetWorker save during processing. It has no default value.

Note: When NSR_DEDUP_CACHE_ENABLED is set to “FALSE” any value for 
NSR_DEDUP_CACHE_TAG will be ignored.

Set NSR_DEDUP_CHUNK_SIZE & NSRATTR_DEDUP_CHUNKSZ in the Client 
resource to specify a fixed chunking size (in bytes) to be used during deduplication 
backup processing. Possible values are 1024, 2048, 4096, 8192. Refer to the Avamar 
documentation for more information. There is no default value.

Set NSR_DEDUP_USE_CACHE & NSRATTR_DEDUP_USE_CACHE in the Client 
resource to specify whether nsravtar should use caching or not. Not using caching 
decreases backup performance, but can be useful if it is necessary to limit memory or 
disk usage in the /nsr/dedup/cache directory (or the Microsoft Windows 
equivalent) on the proxy host. The only value is “FALSE”. Caching is enabled by 
default, and nsravtar will use caching if this attribute is not defined as “FALSE.”

Set NSRATTR_DEDUP_CLIENT_NAME  in the Client resource to identify a 
deduplication client name by redefining NSR_CLIENT. If this attribute is not defined, 
PowerSnap will pass the value of NSR_CLIENT to save() when initiating a 
deduplication.

Notes: 

Since the value for this attribute is set automatically, definition of this variable in their Client 
resource is not required. The value specified with this attribute will not be checked by 
PowerSnap.

The CACHE_ENABLED, CACHE_TAG, and CHUNK_SIZE parameters are used only for 
performance (time and space usage) tuning. Tuning these values requires extensive knowledge 
of Avamar, the deduplication backup framework, and your particular backup configuration.

When DEDUP_BACKUP is not set to “TRUE” or “yes”, all other NSR_DEDUP_xxx parameters 
are ignored. 

When DEDUP_BACKUP is set to “TRUE” or “yes,” but DEDUP_NODE is not set, the 
PowerSnap backup fails.

PowerSnap deduplication support
Deduplication and traditional PowerSnap backup and restore is supported. FLIB and 
FLIR with deduplication is not supported.

Only deduplication and traditional PowerSnap backup and restore of file data is 
supported that is rolled over to secondary storage (no PIT backups).

PowerSnap does not support deduplication backup or restore of raw device or raw 
volume data.

PowerSnap does not support deduplication backups that are initiated manually. Only 
scheduled backup are supported.

PowerSnap does not provide support localization support for deduplication backups.

Since nsravtar supports TCP/IP communications in IPv4 mode only, PowerSnap 
does not support deduplication backup in IPv6 environments.
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Nothing must be configured to allow a PowerSnap deduplication restore. A 
PowerSnap deduplicated backup is detected and the restore is automatically 
performed.

Language localization
Message objects, log files, configuration files, and CLI executables are localized. 
PowerSnap and NetWorker use language packs to accomplish this support.

PowerSnap for nonimage (traditional) backup and recovery workflows is compatible 
with Japanese versions of Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, and Microsoft Windows. 

For these workflows, PowerSnap accommodates nonASCII characters for the 
following: 

◆ Full path of PowerSnap parameter file (for example, the symm.res file)
◆ Save set name
◆ Operational log files
◆ Configuration files
◆ Command line interface executables (nsrsnapadmin)
◆ Man pages

PowerSnap image-based backup and recovery workflows support only the use of 
7-bit ASCII filenames and paths, therefore image-based backup and recover 
workflows are not supported in localized environments which have nonASCII 
characters in paths and filenames. 

Localized output of command line text output is based on the locale of the user. 

Installation allows the installer to install localization modules (such as Japanese). 
During installation on Microsoft Windows platform, users are given the option of 
choosing the language to use during install. The user’s current NetWorker locale is 
used as the default for the installation locale. Localization modules include man 
pages, resource files, and catalogs for error messages.

Supported NetWorker locales are listed in Table 4 on page 37.

Displaying international fonts in nonUS locale environments
To use or view data from a localized NetWorker server, ensure that the appropriate 
font is available to the Console server. For more information about displaying 
international fonts on a Console server that is operating in English mode, refer to the 
Console server installation section in the NetWorker Installation Guide.

Table 4 Supported NetWorker localization locales

Language Microsoft Windows Solaris HPUX AIX

English English OS Default Locale OS Default Locale OS Default Locale

Japanese Japanese (Japan) UTF-8
EUC-JP
S-JIS

UTF-8
EUC-JP

UTF-8
EUC-JP
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This chapter discusses the types of recoveries available for the PowerSnap Module 
software. These procedures should be used only for file system recoveries. For 
application data recoveries, refer to the appropriate NetWorker Module 
documentation.

This chapter includes the following sections:

◆ Overview ......................................................................................................................... 39
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◆ FLIR-type recoveries...................................................................................................... 40
◆ Performing a save set recovery .................................................................................... 43
◆ Performing a file-by-file recovery................................................................................ 45
◆ How to perform a FLIR that uses a mirror ................................................................. 52
◆ Rollbacks and rollforwards of a snap set.................................................................... 49
◆ Disaster recovery............................................................................................................ 53
◆ Backward compatibility ................................................................................................ 53

Overview
Instant recoveries require significantly less time in which to recover the mounted PIT 
copies. There is little impact to the application server or the network.

The PowerSnap Module software supports the following recovery types:

◆ PIT (from snapshot copies)
◆ Rollback (from snapshot copies)
◆ Conventional (from media)
◆ FLIR (from media)

File-by-file and save set recoveries may be performed by recovery types PIT, 
conventional, and FLIR.

The NetWorker Modules support FLIR by using the nsrsnap_recover command and 
the API. The environment variable RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER now supports the new 
value of FLIR to allow for these types of recovery.

Snap sets are PIT copies. They can be restored by using a rollback or an instant 
recovery only.

For instructions on performing a rollback, see “Deleting a PowerSnap Module snap 
set” on page 33.

Recoveries
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CAUTION!
When performing an instant recovery of a file system that was backed up as a raw 
device, you must unmount the file system before performing the instant recovery. 
After the recovery is finished, run fsck before mounting the file system. 

Permissions
NetWorker and its modules software ships with default administrator settings that 
give root users on UNIX, and members of the Windows Administrators group on 
Microsoft Windows, permission to change its configurations. The Administrators 
group in the NetWorker Server resource should include the following entries, 
depending on the platform of the client trying to administer the NetWorker server:

◆ Microsoft Windows:

user=administrator, host=server_name

◆ UNIX and Linux:

user=root, host=server_name

Notes: If a hostname is used, the NetWorker server must be able to convert the hostname to a 
resolved TCP/IP address. 

Only members of the Windows Administrators group have permission to perform a save set or 
snap set recovery on Windows. In the case of a remote NetWorker client, members of the 
client’s Windows Administrators group must have the Recover Local Data privilege to perform 
the save set recover. Members of the server’s Windows Administrators group automatically 
have this privilege.

FLIR-type recoveries
FLIR uses the same technology as FLIB, but in reverse without any required BCVs or 
VDEVs of the production volume. This recovery is directly from the proxy client host 
to the production volume (STD volume), consisting only of data blocks that make up 
the files. This requires file preallocation, extension, and truncation to be performed 
beforehand on the application host using native operating system I/O paths. 

Data movement is bounded by data blocks of files requested for recovery. 

A FLIR-type recovery is a destructive recovery. With FLIR, a safeguard save set 
backup should be made, as well to ensure that a reversal to the recovery can be made 
if necessary.

For restores, nsrsnap_recover have new options added to them to support FLIR and 
FLIR that uses a mirror. For more information on the nsrsnap_recover command, 
refer to “The nsrsnap_recover command” on page 66 or its corresponding man page.

Note: FLIR is limited to less than or equal to 500 files. To circumvent this limitation, use a 
traditional-type PowerSnap recovery, or use a raw device for file-logical image backups (FLIB) 
and recoveries (FLIR).
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When performing a FLIR-type recovery that contains large files or large numbers of 
files (or if the total size is greater than 64 MB) to UFS/HFS file systems, then set this 
information application variable to True:

NSR_PS_PREPARE_MULTI_THREAD

Although this variable accepts either TRUE or FALSE; the default value being TRUE, 
or set. 

Note: Traditional and conventional PowerSnap recoveries should not have 
NSR_PS_PREPARE_MULTI_THREAD set.

Example 2 FLIR recovery command example

nsrsnap_recover -s server-D 9 -S save_set_ID -d /ps-fs1/rec1 –A 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR -A NSR_PS_PREPARE_MULTI_THREAD=true 
/ps-fs2/datadir

FLIB, open files, and 
nested file systems

FLIB technology does not support nested file systems. You will not be able to restore 
open files in the file system. The files will become unmounted. A file system cannot 
be unmounted with another file system mounted in it. With FLIB, nested file systems 
are not supported.

Backup and recovery compatibility
FLIB tape data format is identical to that of backups performed with traditional 
NetWorker software that use the network. This allows the flexibility of all recovery 
choices including FLIB and one of the following:

◆ Network recovery

◆ Network backup and a FLIR of the same data

PowerSnap supports only file level incremental backups; no FLIB-type backups are 
supported—only full backups.

Recovery to a standard volume using FLIR
During a FLIR-type recovery, the following occurs:

1. FLIR retrieves data from tape and writes it directly to the standard volume (STD).

2. FLIR preallocates the file to be recovered on the client.

3. Discovers and unmounts the file system so that all buffered target data becomes 
invalidated in the client file system. 

After the recovery, the following occurs:

FLIR performs a fsck, and the client file system mounts. 

The application host recognizes the appropriate target files or volumes.

Protect against a failed or inappropriate recovery, by performing a instant backup 
before starting a restore. This way, if the recovery results are not appropriate, then the 
user can perform a rollback of the instant backup taken just before executing the 
recovery.
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FLIR/FLIR that uses a 
mirror

A FLIR-type recovery using a mirror (a heterogeneous recovery from tape using a 
Solaris proxy client) uses SAN (serverless recoveries) technology to recover data 
using a BCV, VDEV, or a combination. File preallocation occurs on the application 
host before the snapshot is taken. File systems are unmounted for the duration of the 
recovery. Once the snapshot exists, the proxy client copies the recovery data to the 
snapshot and then performs a rollback to the production volume. 

If a BCV or a VDEV is used, FLIR recoveries are more user-friendly in that there is an 
allowance to commit or abort previous choices, for example, in the event of 
nonrecoverable tape read errors. This allowance requires that the STD volumes be 
exported and seen by the proxy client. 

Serverless recoveries require additional SAN setup (as does serverless backup). If file 
systems are involved, an unmount may be involved while performing the recovery. If 
such setup and steps fail or not possible, then the next type of restore in 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER, which may be a LAN-based restore, will be attempted. If 
no restore type in RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER is possible, the restore command will 
fail.

Note: FLIR that uses a mirror is not a new restore type in the RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER.

One important aspect of FLIR that uses a mirror and VxVM managed volumes is that 
there must not be other file systems mounted on volumes in the volume group at the 
time of the recovery. There are no other file systems mounted on the affected devices 
and volumes.

FLIR that uses a mirror has two advantages over FLIR:

◆ Security: the proxy client has no direct hardware access to STD disks.

◆ If the recovered data is not committed at the end of a FLIR that uses a mirror and 
the identity of the just-populated copy is maintained, a convenient time may be 
chosen to quiesce the target host applications, back up files that would have 
otherwise been destroyed by the rollback, unmount all file systems on the STD 
disks, then perform a rollback to the STD disks. 

The result is that the recovered files are overlaid on their disks, so they are 
restored to their status before the recovery. This scenario can be achieved by 
configuring the recovery such that the mirrors are down afterwards.

The user will invoke such a restore using PowerSnap recover commands such as 
nsrsnap_recover. 

Note: The CLI command nsrsnap_recover is the only available interface to perform a FLIR 
that uses a mirror-type recovery (no other method).

FLIR that uses a mirror makes use of two nsrsnap_recover command -A option 
variables:

◆ restore_to_mirror

Used in conjunction with restore_type_order=flir. Options are yes/no/true/false. 
By default, the value is FALSE. If specified as true, then the restore takes place to a 
mirror(s), which is also known as FLIR that uses a mirror.

◆ sync_from_mirror

Used in conjunction with restore_type_order=flir and restore_to_mirror=true. By 
default, the value is TRUE. If specified as false, then mirrors are not synchronized 
back to the STDs at the end of the restore.
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For more information on the nsrsnap_recover command, refer to “The 
nsrsnap_recover command” on page 66, or the nsrsnap_recover man page.

Note: There is no support for FLIR/FLIR that uses a mirror in a cluster setup.

Performing a save set recovery
A save set recovery can be performed from one of the following commands or 
programs:

◆ The nsrsnap_recover command, if restoring data from a FLIB image backup.

◆ The nsrsnapadmin command, if restoring data from a PIT copy created from an 
instant backup.

◆ The NetWorker User program

With 
nsrsnap_recover

To perform a save set recovery of a FLIB backup with only the FLIR recovery type: 

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M data_mover -S save_set_ID
-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR -D9 /data3

To perform a save set recovery that skips FLIR and uses PIT followed by 
conventional:

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M data_mover -S save_set_ID 
-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=pit:conventional -D9 /FS1

To perform a save set recovery that uses the default value for restore_type_order 
(pit:conventional:flir):

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M data_mover -S save_set_ID -D9 /data3

where:

-s is the server; -M is the data_mover_host; -A is the 
restore_type_order; -S is the save set ID; and -D is the debug level.

Multi-save set restore For PowerSnap version 2.5, the nsrsnap_recover interface has been enhanced to 
allow restore of more than one saveset per restore session. Use of the "-I" 
command line option has been expanded to allow input file specification of 
saveset IDs and associated file paths to be recovered. 

Prior to this enhancement,the -S or -t option had to be specified in combination 
with -I to specify the saveset or savetime associated with the file paths to be 
restored. Now, if neither the -S or -t option is specified on the command line with 
-I, the contents of the specified input file will be expected to have a different 
format, and will be interpreted differently. In such cases, nsrsnap_recover will 
expect each line of the input file to have the following format: 

ssid=<savesetID> <full file, device or file system path>

Each line of the file must identify a single file path to be restored, and the ID of the 
saveset that it will be restored from. For example:

ssid=4145682356 /etc/hosts 

ssid=4145682356 /etc/vfstab 

ssid=4188238921 /etc/motd 
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White space will be the delimiter for the two values specified on each line. In 
cases where a file path contains white space, the path must be surrounded by 
dou- ble quotes. For example: ssid=4874309231 "/My File 
Directory/mytestdoc.doc”.

Other than -S and -t, all options that are available on the nsrsnap_recover 
command line will apply to all saveset restores for savesets listed in the input file. 
For example, if an alternate destination path is specified with -d, all files from all 
the specified savesets will be restored to the same alternate destination. Also, if 
the -b option is specified, the value specified will be used as the base path for all 
files specified in the input file. 

When using this feature, you must ensure that all the savesets specified in the 
input are of the same type, since what you specify on the command line will 
apply to all savesets that are listed in the file. For example, all savesets must be 
from FLIB-based backups if the "RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=flir" attribute is 
specified on the command line. 

With nsrsnapadmin To perform a save set recovery of a PIT copy:

1. Type the following on the command line:

nsrsnapadmin -s server

where server is the NetWorker server.

2. At the nsrsnapadmin prompt, type the following:

R -s server -v -S ssid -c client -t destination -M proxy_client -T 
recover_host -m path

where:

• ssid is the save set ID of an instant backup.

• client is the client from which the data was backed up.

• destination is where the save should be recovered to.

• proxy_client is the hostname of the client that is actually moving the data. This 
value must be specified to perform a successful recovery. 

• recover_host is the host on which the files will be recovered.

• path is the path that contains the save set.

Notes:

• If the -c, -M, and -T options are not specified, the local host is used for client 
and proxy_client.

• If the -T is not specified and -c is specified, the value of -T is -c. This action 
deviates from traditional NetWorker performance.

• The -v specifies verbose mode.

With NetWorker User A save set recovery from the NetWorker User Administrator program is performed 
the same way as for a standard NetWorker save set recovery.

Note: This save set recovery is from the data that must be backed up to tape.
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On a Microsoft
Windows Computer

1. Open the NetWorker User program from the application host, and select Save Set 
Recover from the Operation menu.

2. In the Source Client dialog box, select the appropriate client from the list and 
click OK.

3. From the Save Set Name list of the Save Sets dialog box, select the name of the 
save set to be recovered.

Multiple copies of the save set are listed; they represent the snapshots that have 
been taken.

4. Select the particular version of the save set to be recovered.

5. Click OK to begin the recovery.

The data is recovered over the LAN.

On a UNIX Computer 1. Open the NetWorker Administrator program from the application host, and 
select Recover from the Save Set menu.

2. In the Client dialog box, select the appropriate client from the list.

3. From the Save Set Name list of the Save Sets dialog box, select the name of the 
save set to be recovered.

Multiple copies of the save set are listed; they represent the snapshots that have 
been taken.

4. Select the particular version of the save set to be recovered.

5. Click Recover.

6. Verify the value in Paths to recover field, and click Add.

7. To perform a directed recovery or other recover option, click Options.

8. Click Start to begin the recovery.

The data is recovered over the LAN.

Performing a file-by-file recovery
You can perform a file-by-file recovery for a PIT copy with the nsrsnapadmin 
command. To perform a recovery of a FLIB backup, use the nsrsnap_recover 
program. To perform the file-by-file recovery, you must know the specific file and 
path to be recovered. A file-by-file recovery for data on a tape or disk medium can be 
performed with the nwrecover (UNIX) or NetWorker User program (Microsoft 
Windows).

Recoveries of raw partitions from Microsoft Windows application hosts can be 
recovered only to the same drive letter from which they were backed up. They cannot 
be redirected through NetWorker Administrator to another drive letter.

How to perform a FLIR-type recovery using nsrsnap_recover
To perform a file-by-file recovery of a FLIB backup with only the FLIR-type:

1. Create a file, for example, files_to_recover.

This file should contain a list of the files to be recovered. Each file is listed with its 
full path with one file/folder per line.
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2. Type the following on the command line:

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M proxy_client -S save_set_ID -A 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR -I /file_2_restore -D9

where -I input_file specifies a valid way to provide an input file of files to recover.

Using nsrsnapadmin To perform a file-by-file recovery from a PIT copy for an instant recovery, use 
nsrsnapadmin or the PowerSnap Snap Manager program. To perform a file-by-file 
recovery from media, use nwrecover or the NetWorker User program (these are 
equivalent to restore_type_order=conventional (not a FLIR-type recovery). To 
perform a FLIR-type recovery from media, use nsrsnap_recover. Both conventional 
and FLIR are supported. Specify the technology to be used with 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER.

To use nsrsnapadmin:

1. Type the following on the command line:

nsrsnapadmin -s server

where server is the NetWorker server.

2. At the nsrsnapadmin prompt, type the following:

r -s server -S ssid -c client -T recover_host -M proxy_client

where:

• server is the NetWorker server.

• ssid is the save set ID of an instant backup.

• client is the client from which the data was backed up.

• recover_host is the host on which the files will be recovered.

• proxy_client is the hostname of the client that is actually moving the data.

The recovery prompt to browse and recover the files appears.

3. Enter the appropriate commands to add the necessary files to the recover list and 
specify the location to which they should be recovered. The default location is the 
original location that was backed up.

The most expedient way to recover a majority of files from a directory is to add 
the directory to the recover list, and then delete the unwanted files after the 
directory is recovered.

4. To recover the files, type recover.

The files in the recover list are recovered to the designated location.

Notes:

◆ If the -c, -M, and -T options are not specified, the local host is used for client and 
proxy_client.

◆ If the -T is not specified and -c is specified, the value of -T is the local host.
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The -v specifies 
verbose mode

Table 5 on page 46 lists the recover commands supported in the nsrsnapadmin 
command.

From tape or disk To perform a file-by-file recovery of data that has been backed up to tape or disk on a 
UNIX computer:

1. Start the nwrecover command by typing the following command at the prompt:

nwrecover -s server -c client

where:

• -s server specifies a particular NetWorker server on the network.

• -c client specifies a particular NetWorker client on the network. 

If the -c option is not used, the current client is assumed.

The nwrecover command displays a representation of the client’s file system.

2. Select each directory and/or file to be recovered by performing one of the 
following:

• Select the directory or file, and click Mark.

To clear an item, click Unmark.

• Select the directory or file and select Mark from the Mark menu.

• To clear an item, select Unmark from the Mark menu.

• Select the checkbox next to each directory or file listed.

To clear a check box, click the check mark next to the selected item.

3. Click Start to begin the recovery.

Table 5 Supported Recover Options

To: Specify:

Add a specified file to the recover list. add filename

Change the current working directory to a specified directory for browsing purposes. cd directory

Delete the specified files from the recover list. delete filename

Display a summary of the available commands. help

Display the files on the recover list. list

List information about the given files and directories. When no name option is given, ls 
lists the contents of the current directory. When a name is given and name is a 
directory, its contents are displayed. If name is a file, then just that file is displayed. The 
current directory is represented by a ‘.’ (period).

ls name

Display the full pathname of the current working directory. pwd

Return to the main nsrsnapadmin menu. quit

Recover all of the files in the recover list. Upon completion, the recover list is empty. recover

Change the target recover location to a specified directory. relocate directory

See information about each file as it is recovered. 
To see information only when a problem occurs, set the verbose mode off. 
The default is verbose mode on.

verbose
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The data is recovered. For more information about the nwrecover command, refer 
to the EMC NetWorker Administration Guide.

Notes:

◆ When you select a directory or file for recovery, a check mark appears next to that 
item.

◆ To recover data from a scheduled backup other than the most recent one, you 
must change the browse time. 

To perform a file-by-file recovery of data that has been backed up to tape or disk on a 
Microsoft Windows computer:

1. In the NetWorker User program, click Recover to open the Source Client dialog 
box.

2. Select the source client with the data to be recovered, and click OK. The local 
client is the default selection.

3. Select the destination client for the recovered data, and click OK. The local client 
is the default selection.

4. In the left pane of the Recover window, select the appropriate directory folder.

5. Mark each directory and/or file to be recovered by performing one of the 
following:

• Select the directory or file, and click Mark.
To clear an item, click Unmark.

• Right-click the directory or file.
To clear an item, right-click the directory or file again.

6. Click Start to begin the recovery.

The data is recovered. For more information about restoring files from the 
NetWorker User program, refer to the EMC NetWorker Administration Guide.

Notes:

◆ If you select My Computer for recovery, individual drives are not recovered. 
Only the SYSTEM save sets are recovered. You must select individual drives for 
recovery. 

◆ To recover data from a scheduled backup other than the most recent one, you 
must change the browse time. 

When you mark a directory or file for recovery, a check mark appears next to that 
item.
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Rollbacks and rollforwards of a snap set
Rollbacks are fully supported with the NetWorker PowerSnap Module in a 
noncluster environment. 

Rollbacks and rollforwards are destructive, which means the entire contents of the 
file system are overwritten. A rollback or rollforward can only be performed when 
there is no other data set on the disks associated with the PIT copy, other than what is 
registered with the snap set. 

Also, with PowerSnap for Symmetrix, a PowerSnap-based rollback of a managed or 
nonmanaged volume releases the BCV lock. Thus not only prevents the snapshot 
from being maintained, but also causing the snap set to become invalid.

Since a PowerSnap Module-based rollback is destructive and operates on a complete 
volume group, only those file systems backed up are guaranteed to be recovered after 
a rollback. 

CAUTION!
If there are some other file systems in the volume group before the rollback, but 
they were not backed up by using PowerSnap, they are not guaranteed to be 
available after the recovery. 

If possible, run a file system consistency checker or other file system tool (like chfs on 
IBM AIX) to fix them if they existed at the time of backup. 

If a device has more than one partition and a rollback is attempted, the safety check 
fails unless the force option (-F) is used or all other partitions are listed in the 
psrollback.res file. 

Exercise caution when any such file system is being entered in 
/nsr/res/psrollback.res file for exclusion from the rollback safety check.

CAUTION!
Do not include your rollback target in the psrollback.res file, otherwise the safety 
check may not perform properly.

To minimize the impact of this destructive nature, first perform a tape backup of the 
snapshot before performing a rollback operation.

Example 3 Requirements for performing a rollback

Three file systems (/fs1, /fs2, and /fs3) are created on one snapshot unit, one EMC 
standard device, for instance. The /fs1 is backed up. By the nature of the snapshot, 
/fs2 and /fs3 are also on the snapshot. If a rollback of /fs1 is performed, all these 
three file systems will be overwritten. The PowerSnap Module software does not 
allow a rollback in this instance.

The following should be considered before a rollback or rollforward can be 
performed:

◆ The file system that is being recovered is the only file system on the volume.

◆ For disk-based snapshots, the volume should be the only volume in the volume 
group.

◆ The file system occupies the entire volume space, which avoids the possibility of 
other objects on the same volume.
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◆ The PowerSnap Module will support only nonmanaged file system devices with 
an inline log because of the behavior of rollbacks on the AIX 5.2 and 5.3 operating 
systems.

If a rollback fails, the file system is left unmounted. After a failed rollback, mount 
the file system manually.

CAUTION!
When performing a rollback or rollforward, consider how this may affect future 
snapshots. The original snapshot, and all subsequent snapshots that existed before 
the rollback or rollforward was performed, should be deleted as described in the 
example, Example 4 on page 50. 

Example 4 Freeing up resources after a rollback

Snapshots were created at 6 P.M., 8 P.M., and 10 P.M. A failure occurs and you 
determine that the data from the 6 P.M. snapshot is the best data. Once you roll back 
the data to the source from the 6 P.M. snapshot, delete the original snapshot that was 
taken at 6 P.M., as well as the subsequent snapshots from 8 P.M. and 10 P.M. 
Otherwise, future snapshots will accumulate on those snapshots and data may be 
overwritten.

Rollbacks in SRDF /S
environment

To perform a rollback in a SRDF/S environment:

1. Ensure the link from R1 to R2 is synchronized, if not it will fail.

2. Transition the link to split between R1 and R2. 

3. Restore R2 BCV to R2.

4. Restore R2 to R1.

5. Transition the link to the synchronized state.

6. Leave RDF link synchronized after completion.

Note:

The term “link” in this context means the state of the SRDF replication between only 
the R1 and R2 volumes affected by the current PowerSnap operation, and does not 
mean any relation with the state of the physical link between the Symmetrix systems 
involved in the operation. In other words, PowerSnap affects neither the physical 
connection between separate Symmetrix systems nor the state of such.

With SRDF support, a file system that crosses two RDF/RA groups constitutes an 
unsupported PowerSnap configuration.

Rollback with IBM AIX
volume manager

Rollbacks with IBM AIX volume manager are:

◆ Fully supported in a noncluster environment.

◆ Supported with a limitation in a HACMP shared volume group environment. 
More more information, refer to “AUTO ON field of the HACMP shared volume 
group” on page 51.

◆ Not supported in a HACMP concurrent volume group environment. 

A rollback of a concurrent HACMP volume group will be successful, but the 
result is that the concurrent-capable volume group is changed into a 
nonconcurrent volume group. Thus, rollbacks in this environment are not 
supported.
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AUTO ON field of the HACMP shared volume group

The AUTO ON field of the HACMP shared volume group should be set back to no 
after a successful rollback. This field is currently set to yes, after a rollback as the 
result of export and import. Setting AUTO ON to yes causes a HACMP configuration 
synchronization failure.

To remedy this limitation, manually run on each HACMP node. For example, type 
the following command:

chvg -a n -Q y shared_VG

To perform the workaround:

1. Change AUTO ON of this shared volume group on the host where the cluster 
service is online.

2. varyoff the shared volume group on the host where cluster service is online.

3. Repeat the following on each host where the cluster service is offline:

• Export the shared volume group.

• Import the shared volume group.

• Set AUTO ON to no.

4. varyon the shared volume group on the host where cluster service is online.

5. Test the moving of the HACMP resource group between hosts.

Configuring the
psrollback.res File

When the PowerSnap Module software is installed, the psrollback.res file is created in 
the nsr/res directory. To exclude particular files and directories from the PowerSnap 
safety check before a rollback, list these files and directories at the end of the 
psrollback.res file. The files and directories listed are overwritten during a rollback. 
The lost+found directory is already included in the file.

The following rules apply when listing the files and directories:

◆ There should be one line per file or directory.

◆ Paths starting with / are absolute paths, for example, /tmp.

◆ Other paths that are not absolute paths are relative to a file system. For example, 
if /tmp is the current file system being processed by the PowerSnap rollback 
safety check, /tmp/lost+found is excluded.

Performing a rollback
or rollforward

To perform a rollback or rollforward, type the following at the nsrsnapadmin 
prompt:

B -s server -c client -S ssid -M proxy_client -m path -Fv

where:

◆ server is the NetWorker server.
◆ ssid is the ID of the snap set to be rolled back.
◆ proxy_client is the hostname of the proxy client.
◆ path is the path that contains the snap sets.
◆ client is the client from which the data was backed up; also cluster_node.

Note: The -v option specifies verbose mode.
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How to perform a FLIR that uses a mirror
To perform a FLIR that uses a mirror file-by-file recovery of a FLIB backup to a BCV 
or similar device through a Solaris proxy client:

1. Create a file, for example, files_to_recover.

This file should contain a list of the files to be recovered. Each file is listed with its 
full path with one file/folder per line.

2. Type the following on the command line:

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M proxy_client -S save_set_ID 
–A BRC_RECOVER_FORCE_ROLLBACK= TRUE/FALSE]
-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR 
-A RESTORE_TO_MIRROR=TRUE 
-A sync_from_mirror=NO/YES
-A symm_on_delete=RELEASE_RESOURCE | RETAIN_RESOURCE | 
START_STATE
<path to restore>
-I /file_2_restore -D9

where -I input_file specifies a valid way to provide an input file of files to recover. 

RESTORE_TO_MIRROR, specifies whether to recover data to mirror or directly to 
the STD. True produces a FLIR that uses a mirror. The default for 
RESTORE_TO_MIRROR is FALSE (restore to standard (FLIR)).

When performing a FLIR that uses a mirror, the option to synchronize the mirror 
to the STD after the end of the data movement from tape is provided by the -A 
SYNCH_FROM_MIRROR=TRUE (default)/FALSE. This variable lets you verify 
the data before completing the recovery. If no resynchronization is performed, the 
STD does not return to an appropriate state.

A safety check has been added to ensure that there are not any file systems 
mounted on the STD volume that are not part of the restore. To override the safety 
check, the attribute BRC_RECOVER_FORCE_ROLLBACK should be set to TRUE. 
When BRC_RECOVER_FORCE_ROLLBACK is set to TRUE, the check for other 
file systems will be skipped. If the recovery is being made to a VxVm managed 
file system, it will fail if there are any file systems mounted on the volume group 
that are not part of the recovery.

Notes:

• FLIR that uses a mirror causes precreation on the standard to occur. If the 
mirrors are not restored after the data movement to the mirror has completed, 
there is a potential that the standard disk might have unusable data. 

• Before a FLIR that uses a mirror-type recovery, the proxy client must see the 
BCV volumes.
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Table 6 on page 53 describes the relationship of configuration and mirror state.

Disaster recovery
Recovering data from NetWorker servers damaged or disabled as a result of a 
disaster or other catastrophic event requires more complex steps than are covered in 
this chapter. Optimum recovery also requires careful planning. For more information, 
refer to the EMC NetWorker Disaster Recovery Guide. For the most recent disaster 
recovery information, refer to the EMC NetWorker Release Notes.

NetWorker media database, client file index entries, or resource database
To recover client file index entries for which snapshot backups have been taken:

1. Locate the NetWorker server’s bootstrap save set ID.

• At the command line, switch to the directory where the NetWorker binaries 
and executables are located.

• From the most recent scheduled traditional or FLIB-type backup snapshots, 
use the scanner -B device command to determine the save set ID of the most 
recent bootstrap on the media.

2. Use the mmrecov command to recover the NetWorker server’s media database 
and resource database.

3. Use the mminfo -v command to list all recovered save sets.

4. Use the scanner -i device -S save set to restore the client file index entries for the 
most recent save set.

5. Type the nsrinfo command to view the entries.

Backward compatibility
The PowerSnap version 2.5 Module recovers from all backups from PowerSnap 
versions 2.4 (SP1-3), 2.3, 2.2.1, 2.2, 2.1, and 2.0.1. 

Table 6 Configuration as it relates to mirror state

RESTORE_TO_
MIRROR

SYNC_FROM_
MIRROR

SYMM_ON_
DELETE Restore target Mirror state

NO or not set N/A N/A Standard Not changed

YES YES or not set RETAIN_
RESOURCE or not 
set

BCV/VDEV then to 
STD

Established

YES YES or not set RELEASE_
RESOURCE

BCV/VDEV then to 
STD

Split

YES YES or not set START_STATE BCV/VDEV then to 
STD

The same as at the 
start of the restore

YESa

a. This row should not be used for NMO recoveries. The recovery fails as the data will not be on the
STD when PowerSnap has completed the recovery.

NO N/A BCV/VDEV Split and locked
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This appendix contains information on how the PowerSnap Module performs in a 
clustered environment. It includes the following sections:

◆ PowerSnap Module behavior in a cluster................................................................... 55
◆ Requirements for hosts in a domain............................................................................ 56
◆ Host cleanup ................................................................................................................... 57
◆ Failover support ............................................................................................................. 57
◆ Cleanup after an abort................................................................................................... 60

Note: PowerSnap does not support FLIR/FLIR that uses a mirror support in a cluster setup. 
Use the NetWorker recover command to restore the data from a FLIB-type backup.

PowerSnap Module behavior in a cluster
The PowerSnap Module performs in a clustered environment as specified in Figure 5 
on page 55 and Table 7 on page 56. The PowerSnap Module on the cluster node uses 
the point-in-time copy that was created by the PowerSnap Module on the primary 
node.

Figure 5 PowerSnap Module in a clustered environment
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User installation and configuration for the PowerSnap Module software in a cluster 
environment is similar to the installation and configuration of a regular NetWorker 
client. 

Requirements for hosts in a domain
If the host is in a domain, the hostname may be machine.domain.emc.com. This 
hostname must be registered in: 

◆ DNS 

◆ The local host file on all nodes that communicate with this node 

If only machine.emc.com is registered, the PowerSnap module may not be able to 
communicate with the host.

In addition, the following criteria must be met:

◆ For each physical or logical host in a domain, machine.domain.emc.com must be 
specified in the Alias attribute of the Client resource.

◆ The servers file must contain all aliases for all nodes that need to interact during a 
backup or restore operation.

Table 7 PowerSnap Module behavior in a clustered environment

Primary node fails while the following occurs Response by PowerSnap Module on cluster node

Creating point-in-time (PIT) copy Removes any temporary resources utilized by the PowerSnap Module on 
the primary node and utilizes the same resources to create a PIT copy.

Validating source copy
Validating PIT copy

Performs the validation. 

Accessing PIT copy Accesses the PIT copy.

Mounting PIT copy on the local host Mounts the PIT copy on the cluster node.

Mounting PIT copy on proxy client Mounts the PIT copy on the proxy client at the same mount point. 

Creating PIT copy of remote target Performs the PIT creation on the remote target.

Replicating PIT copy to remote target Completes the replication process. 

Rolling back/rolling forward PIT copy Completes the rollback and rollforward in case of failover.

Preserving PIT copy Recognizes the PIT copies that are locked and does not reuse them. 

Querying PIT copy Reissues all queries by the PowerSnap Module on the cluster node. 

Deleting PIT copy Deletes the PIT copy.

Backup readiness Provides the required meta information to the requesting service. 

Interaction with PowerSnap Module on the storage node Initiates and establishes all required communication with the PowerSnap 
Module on the storage node.
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◆ The NetWorker Administrators Users Group must be modified as follows:

• For each physical node, specify:

LocalSystem@physicalnode_hostname

where physicalnode_hostname is the fully qualified domain name.

• For any physical node that is configured to use a Backup account (in the 
Username and Password attributes on the Remote tab of the Client resource), 
add the following to the NetWorker Administrators Users Group:

User_Name@physicalnode_hostname 

where physicalnode_hostname is the fully qualified domain name.

For instructions on configuring the NetWorker Administrators Users Group, 
refer to the EMC NetWorker Administration Guide.

Host cleanup
A backup or recovery operation may be interrupted a number of ways. Regardless of 
the cause of the interruption, the system is left in a consistent state. 

To ensure this consistency, the PowerSnap Module software does the following:

◆ All file systems that have been temporarily mounted from a snapshot device are 
unmounted.

◆ All volume groups that have been temporarily imported from a snapshot device 
are deported. 

◆ Unused snapshots are deleted.

◆ All locks are removed.

◆ All processes other than daemons are terminated. The termination of daemons is 
taken care of by the cluster software.

CAUTION!
In a cluster environment, there is no PowerSnap Module support for FLIR or FLIR 
that uses a mirror. Use the NetWorker recover command to restore the data from a 
FLIB-type backup.

Failover support
The PowerSnap Module software supports failover for all backups and recoveries. 

Support during a 
backup

Different types of failover may occur, including a resource group or virtual host 
failover or a node failover. The backup or recovery is aborted if one of the resources 
required for the backup or recovery becomes unavailable. If all resources required for 
the backup or recovery remain available, the operation is successful, regardless of the 
failover.

The backup abort includes the following:

◆ Deletion of snapshots. 

◆ Return of all associated snapshot subsystem resources to their previous state.

◆ Cleanup of the environment that needs to be done in order to leave the system in 
a clean state.
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Once the active node fails over to another node in the cluster and the savegroup is 
invoked with the client retry option, the backup is retried again on the now active 
cluster node because of virtual client support. The backup proceeds like a normal 
backup.

Support during a 
recovery

If the application or the node does a failover during a recovery, the operation is 
aborted with a cleanup procedure that makes sure the environment is left as it was 
before the start of the recovery operation. recoveries are not retried by default. If you 
explicitly retry the recovery request, it restarts the current active node, or failover 
node, in the cluster and starts fresh.

Configuration of the legato.control script file
When using the NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix in a supported 
clustered environment with HP MC/ServiceGuard cluster software, the default 
legato.control script file lacks configuration settings required to start nsrpsd after 
failover.

If the PowerSnap Module software is installed and configured within the same 
clustered environment as the NetWorker server, the legato.control script file, located 
in the /etc/cluster/networker/ directory on all nodes within the cluster, must be 
configured to provide PowerSnap failover support. Add the following entry to the 
file in all locations after nsrexecd has started:

function customer_defined_run_cmds
{
# There are two things necessary for the failover mechanism to
# complete properly:
# 1. All NetWorker services need to be properly shutdown. This
# is done with the NetWorker shutdown script, ${NSR_STOP}.
# 
# 2. After shutdown, the NetWorker database needs to be on a
# shared disk, so nsrd may continue to run within the
# clustering environment. To do this, /nsr is reset to point
# to a shared NSR database, defined by ${FS[0]}.
# 
# Once the database has been “relocated”, the client server
# software, nsrexecd, is restarted.

${NSR_BIN}/${NSR_STOP}
rm ${NSR_GLOBAL}
test_return 51

if [ ! -d ${FS[0]}/nsr ]; then
mkdir ${FS[0]}/nsr
test_return 51
print "Made ${FS[0]}/nsr shared database"

fi

ln -s ${FS [0]}/nsr ${NSR_GLOBAL}
test_return 51

${NSR_BIN}/nsrexecd
process_list=nsrexecd

# sleep to give enough time for nsrexecd to start
# and test to see if it is running

sleep 5
find_processes
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if [-z ${active_processes}]; then
pwd -? > /dev/null 2>&1
test_return 51

else${NSR_BIN}/nsrpsd
fi
}

# This function is a place holder for customer defined
# functions. Define all actions here before service is halted.

function customer_defined_halt_cmds
{
# There are two conditions necessary for the failover mechanism
# complete properly:
# 
# 1. All NetWorker services need to be properly shutdown. This
# is done with the NetWorker shutdown script, ${NSR_STOP}.
#
# 2. After shutdown, the NetWorker database must be local to
#the given physical host, so nsrexecd may continue to
#run within the clustering environment. To do this, /nsr is
#reset to point to a local NSR database, defined by
#${NSR_LOCAL}.
#
#Once the database has been "relocated", the client server
#software, nsrexecd, is restarted.

${NSR_BIN}/{NSR_STOP}

# kill gui if it is running

process_list=nwadmin
find_processes

if [! -z "{active_processes}"]; then
pid=’echo "${active_processes}" | awk "$4"’/nwadmin/
{print $1}’‘
if [! -z "${pid}"; then

echo "killing nwadmin"
kill -9 ${pid} > /dev/null 2>&1

fi
fi

rm ${NSR_GLOBAL}
test_return 52

ln -s ${NSR_LOCAL} ${NSR_GLOBAL}
test_return 52

${NSR_BIN}/nsrexecd
process_list=nsrexecd

# sleep to give enough time to nsrexecd to start
# and test to see if it is running

sleep 5
find_processes

if [-z ${active_processes}]; then
pwd -? > /dev/null 2>&1
test_return 52
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else
${NSR_BIN}/nsrpsd

fi
}
# END OF CUSTOMER DEFINED FUNCTIONS

Cleanup after an abort
The PowerSnap software creates transaction logs that are used to clean up of the 
snapshot and environment in the event of an abort. For full cleanup support, a shared 
directory must exist.

This shared directory can either be in the storage that is managed by the application 
resource group or a global file system that can be accessed from all nodes of the 
cluster.

To make sure the shared directory is available, specify the directory path in the 
NSR_PS_SHARED_DIR variable in the Application Information attribute of the 
Client resource.
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The nsrsnapadmin command
The nsrsnapadmin command is used to manage NetWorker snap sets and perform 
various operations on them, such as printing, deletion, backup, browsing, and 
recovery.

Syntax The nsrsnapadmin command uses the following syntax:

nsrsnapadmin [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node ]

nsrsnapadmin p [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node ] [ -v ] 
[ path ] (print all snapshots: -v to print snap id) -x

nsrsnapadmin d [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node] [ -v ] 
-S ssid [or -S “ssid ssid ...”] (delete snapshots: -v is verbose)

nsrsnapadmin b [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node] [ -v ] 
-S ssid [or -S “ssid ssid ...”] [-M proxy_client] [-v] (Backup 
snapshots to tape: -v is verbose)

nsrsnapadmin R [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node] [ -v ] 
[-t destination ] [ -M proxy_client ] [ -T recover_host ] -S ssid -m 
path (Saveset restore: -v is verbose)

nsrsnapadmin B [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node] [ -F ] 
[ -v ] [ -M proxy_client ] -S ssid -m path (Rollback: -v is verbose)

nsrsnapadmin r [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node ] [ -M 
proxy_client ] [ -T recover_host ] -S ssid 

nsrsnapadmin e time [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node] [ 
-v ] -S ssid [or -S “ssid ssid ...”] (reset expiration time for 
snapshots: -v is verbose)

nsrsnapadmin q (Exit program)

PowerSnap Module
commands
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Description The nsrsnapadmin command can be used to perform the following operations on 
NetWorker snap sets:

◆ Print snap sets.

◆ Delete snap sets.

◆ Change the expiration time of the snap set.

◆ Back up snap sets to tape.

◆ Recover all contents of the snap set.

◆ Roll back from the snap set.

◆ Browse the contents of the snap set and perform a file-by-file recovery.

Command line output is formatted in the locale of the user issuing the command.

The nsrsnapadmin commands each have a set of supported options. A 
nsrsnapadmin command can operate in either interactive mode or noninteractive 
mode. If no option is specified or the -r option is specified (for a file-by-file recovery), 
nsrsnapadmin runs in interactive mode.

Options This section describes the command options available across several nsrsnapadmin 
commands. Every command does not support all of the options. However, when an 
option is supported with multiple commands, the meaning is always the same.

The following options are supported with the nsrsnapadmin commands: 

b [ -s server ] [ -c cluster_node] [ -v ] -S ssid [or -S “ssid ssid 
...”]

Specifies backup of a snap set to tape. 

B [ -s server ] [ -c cluster_node] [ -Fv ] [ -M proxy_client ] -S ssid 
-m path

Specifies rollback from a snap set to the original path. 

c cluster_node

Identifies the virtual cluster host in a cluster setup, of which this host is just one of 
the nodes. If this option is not specified, the local computer is assumed as the 
client. Those nsrsnapadmin commands that take only this option cannot perform 
operations on remote clients.

c remote_client

Identifies the computer that saved the files. If this option is not specified, the local 
computer is assumed as the client.

c remote_client|cluster_node

Can include either remote_client or cluster_node.

d [ -s server ] [ -c cluster_node] [ -v ] -S ssid [or -S “ssid ssid 
...”]

Specifies deletion of a snap set.

e time [ -s server ] [ -c cluster_node] [ -v ] -S ssid [or -S “ssid 
ssid ...”]

Requires that time be specified. The expiration time is reset to this time. This time 
must be specified in the format is acceptable to the nsr_getdate(1m) function.
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-F 

This option is used to force a rollback. If this option is not specified nsrsnapadmin 
tries to determine if it is safe to do a rollback.

-m path

Specifies the path to recover.

-M proxy_client

Proxy_client is the name of the computer to be used to mount/access the 
snapshots. If this option is not specified, the local computer is assumed to be the 
proxy computer.

p [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node ] [ -v ] [ path ]

 Specifies that the snap sets of the client are to be printed.

• If -v is specified, an extra field is printed for the snap set ID. The -v option 
adds the snapsession_id display to its output. The server, proxy client host, 
and client names will automatically be displayed before the nsrsnapadmin 
prompt and the proxy client host name is persisted.

• If -x is specified, output will be in .XML format.

• If path is specified, only those snap sets whose names start with the path are 
printed.

• If path is omitted, all snap sets for the client on the NetWorker server are 
printed.

path

This option is used with the -p option. For more information, see the -p option.

r [ -s server ] [ -c remote_client|cluster_node ] [ -M proxy_client ] 
[ -T recover_host ] -S ssid

Starts an interactive session to browse the contents of a snap set and recover the 
files. The interactive session is controlled by a different set of options, as 
described in “Snap set browsing commands” on page 63. 

R [ -s server ] [ -c cluster_node ] [ -v ]
[ -t destination ] [ -M proxy_client ]
[ -T recover_host ] -S ssid -m path

Specifies that the contents of a snap set are to be recovered. 

-s server

Specifies the NetWorker server to use. The default value is the local computer.

-S ssid

Specifies the snap set ID.

-t destination

Specifies the destination directory to relocate the recovered files.

-T recover_host

Specifies the name of the remote computer to direct the recovery. If this option is 
not specified, the files are recovered on the local computer.

-v 

Specifies that more detailed information is to be printed.

Snap set browsing 
commands

The -r option of nsrsnapadmin takes you to an interactive session: the browsing 
session. The browsing session presents the image of the file system (that was backed 
up) as it existed at the time of backup. The browsing session is controlled by the 
following set of commands and options. 
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Note: In all of the commands that include a name option, pattern matching characters can be 
used. The pattern matching characters and regular expression format are the same as for the 
UNIX shell sh(1). The short form of a command can be used, which is enough letters to 
uniquely identify the command.

ls [ options ] [ 

... ]

Lists information about the given files and directories. 

• If no name is specified, it lists the contents of the current directory.

• If a directory name is specified, it lists the directory contents.

• If a filename is specified, it lists only that file.

The current directory is represented by a “.” (period). The options to this 
command correspond to those of the UNIX command, ls(1). Files that have been 
added to the recover list are preceded by a “+”.

lf [ name ... ]

Is the same as ls -F. Directories are marked with a trailing “/”, symbolic links with 
a trailing “@”, sockets with a trailing “=”, FIFO special files with a trailing “|”, 
and executable files with a trailing “*”.

ll [ name ... ]

Is the same as ls -lgsF. Generates a long format listing of files and directories. This 
command can be used to find the value of a symbolic link.

cd [ directory ]

Changes the current working directory to directory. The default directory is the 
mount point of the file system that was backed up. If directory is a simple 
symbolic link, cd follows the symbolic link. However, if directory is a path 
containing symbolic links anywhere but at the end of the path, the cd command 
fails. Use cd on one component of the path at a time instead.

pwd 

Prints the full pathname of the current working directory.

add [ name ... ]

Adds the current directory or the named files or directories to the recover list. If a 
directory is specified, it and all of its descendent files are added to the recover list. 
Symbolic links are not followed, though the link file itself will be recovered.

debug [ level ]

Turns on or off debugging. The level must be a number. If level is 0, debugging is 
off. As the debug level goes higher, the recover command prints out more 
messages. By default, debugging is off.

delete [ name ... ]

Deletes the current directory, or the named files or directories from the recover 
list. If a directory is specified, that directory and all its descendents are deleted 
from the list. The most expedient way to recover a majority of files from a 
directory is to add the directory to the recover list, and then delete the unwanted 
files after the directory is recovered.
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dir [ /w ] [ filename... ]

This command is similar to the ll command with the following differences. This 
dir command uses the display format used by the dir command in the DOS 
command prompt. Also, this command does not add a + to the files selected for 
recovery. With the /w option, the names of the files or directories only are 
displayed.

list [ -l |-c ]

Displays the files on the recover list. Without the -l and -c options, the recover list 
is displayed as a list of full pathnames, one per line, followed by a total count of 
the files to be recovered. The -c option prints just the total count of files to be 
recovered. The -l option prints the files in the same format as the ll command 
with the -dS options.

recover

Recovers all of the files on the recover list from the NetWorker server. Upon 
completion, the recover list is empty.

relocate [ directory ]

Changes the target recover location to directory. If directory is not specified then 
the user is prompted for a destination directory. Relative paths are interpreted 
relative to the current working directory within the recover command. The 
recovered files are placed into this directory, which is created if necessary. When 
files from multiple directories are being recovered, they are placed below this 
directory with a path relative to the first common parent of all files to be 
recovered. For example, if /usr/include/sys/errno.h and /usr/include/stdio.h 
are being recovered, and the relocation directory is set to /tmp, then the first 
common parent of these two files is included, so the recovered files are named 
/tmp/sys/errno.h and /tmp/stdio.h.

quit 

Exits from the browsing session. Files on the recover list are not recovered.

exit 

Exits from the browsing session.

help 

Displays a summary of the available commands.

? 

Same as help.

See also  ls(1), nsr_getdate(3) in the EMC Information Protection Software Compatibility Guide.
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Examples To run the nsrsnapadmin command in interactive mode:

nsrsnapadmin -s server

To list (query) all snap sets for a particular clien:

nsrsnapadmin -s server -m path

To delete a snap set:

nsrsnapadmin -d -s server -S ssid

To expire a snap set:

nsrsnapadmin -e time -s server -S ssid

The nsrsnap_recover command
The nsrsnap_recover command is used to recover data from snapshot-based 
backups.

Syntax The nsrsnap_recover command uses the following syntax. 

nsrsnap_recover [-R] [ -b basepath ] [-c client_name] [-d destination] 
[-f metadata_file] [-n namespace] [-s server] 
[-A restore_type_order/restore_to_mirror/sync_from_mirror] 
[-D debug_level] [-I input_file] [-M data_mover_host] [-K metadata_ 
key] -S ssid -t savetime path . . . 

Description nsrsnap_recover can be used to recover data from a snap set or a save set.

nsrsnap_recover allows users to recover data from tape with the new restore type: 
File Logical Image Restore (FLIR). The existing attribute list “restore_type_order” has 
been enhanced to accept a new type “FLIR,” which enables an image based workflow. 
It is not mandatory to specify an attribute list to nsrsnap_recover. The default for 
save set restores is conventional. 

Note: Running nsrsnap_recover directly is not recommended for snap set or save set recovery; 
use nsrsnapadmin(8) instead. However, for FLIR, nsrsnap_recover is the only available 
interface.

Specify 

◆ The snap set/save set ID or the snap set/save set time. 

◆ The files to be recovered on the command line. 

However all the files have to belong to the same snap set or save set.

Options The following options are supported with the nsrsnap_recover command:

-A restore_type_order

Set to pit:conventional:flir by default if the user does not specify a value. Uses a 
colon separating string. 

-A restore_to_mirror

Used in conjunction with restore_type_order=flir. Options are yes/no/true/false. 
By default this is false. If specified as true, then the restore takes place to a 
mirror(s), which is also known as flir that uses a mirror.
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-A sync_from_mirror

Used in conjunction with restore_type_order=flir and restore_to_mirror=true. By 
default, this is true. If specified as false, then mirrors are not synched back to the 
STDs at the end of the restore.

Note: -A may be used to pass any application variable, Format Key=Value. 

-b basepath

Specifies the base pathname to use for relative path names. Used in conjunction 
with the -I option. 

This option provides a base path name that gets prepended to any files in the -I 
filename that do not have full path names. If a pathless file name is provided and 
the -b option is missing, the operation will fail with an error. This option works 
for all workflows.

-c client_name

Specifies the client name for starting the recover session.

-d destination

Specifies the destination directory to relocate recovered files.

-I input_file

Specifies a valid way to provide an input file of files to recover.

For PowerSnap version 2.5, the nsrsnap_recover interface has been enhanced to 
allow restore of more than one saveset per restore session. Use of the "-I" 
command line option has been expanded to allow input file specification of 
saveset IDs and associated file paths to be recovered. 

Prior to this enhancement,the -S or -t option had to be specified in combination 
with -I to specify the saveset or savetime associated with the file paths to be 
restored. Now, if neither the -S or -t option is specified on the command line with 
-I, the contents of the specified input file will be expected to have a different 
format, and will be interpreted differently. In such cases, nsrsnap_recover will 
expect each line of the input file to have the following format: 

ssid=<savesetID> <full file, device or file system path>

Each line of the file must identify a single file path to be restored, and the ID of the 
saveset that it will be restored from. For example:

ssid=4145682356 /etc/hosts 

ssid=4145682356 /etc/vfstab 

ssid=4188238921 /etc/motd 

White space will be the delimiter for the two values specified on each line. In 
cases where a file path contains white space, the path must be surrounded by 
dou- ble quotes. For example: ssid=4874309231 "/My File 
Directory/mytestdoc.doc”.

Other than -S and -t, all options that are available on the nsrsnap_recover 
command line will apply to all saveset restores for savesets listed in the input file. 
For example, if an alternate destination path is specified with -d, all files from all 
the specified savesets will be restored to the same alternate destination. Also, if 
the -b option is specified, the value specified will be used as the base path for all 
files specified in the input file. 
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When using this feature, you must ensure that all the savesets specified in the 
input are of the same type, since what you specify on the command line will 
apply to all savesets that are listed in the file. For example, all savesets must be 
from FLIB-based backups if the "RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=flir" attribute is 
specified on the command line. 

Note: The type of storage array must be the same for all savesets listed as well. Errors will 
likely occur if you do not follow this guideline.

-D debug_level

Specifies the debug level to use. debug_level is a number between 0 and 9.

-f metadata_file

Specifies the filename to recover metadata information to.

-K metadata_key

Specifies the metadata key for recovering metadata.

-M data_mover_host

Specifies the name of the computer that would be used to mount/access the 
snapshots. If this option is not specified, the local computer is assumed to be the 
data mover host.

-n namespace

Specifies a names space for recovery.

path

Path to the original snap set location.

-R

Rolls back the contents of the snap set to the original location.

-s server

Selects which NetWorker server to use.

-S ssid

Specifies the save set ID for the save set to be recovered.

-t savetime

Specifies a save time for the save set to be recovered.

Examples of usage nsrsnap_recover -s server -M proxy_client -S save_set_ID 
-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=pit:conventional -D9 /FS1

(Setting the restore_type_order as shown above skips FLIR and uses pit recover 
followed by conventional recover)

or

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M proxy_client -S save_set_ID -D9 /data3

(Setting the restore_type_order as shown above sets the default restore_type_order to 
pit:conventional:flir)

or

nsrsnap_recover -s server -M proxy_client -S save_set_ID
-A RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR -D9 /data3

(Setting the restore_type_order as shown above restores only with FLIR)
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See also nsr_client(5), nsrd(1m), nsr_group(5), nsrpsd(1m), nsrsnap(1m), 
nsrsnapadmin(1m), nsrsnap_save(1m), recover(1m), save(1m), savefs(1m), 
savegrp(1m).

Diagnostics

 Exit codes An exit code value of zero denotes a normal exit. An exit code value of nonzero 
denotes an abnormal exit and command failure.

The nsrsnap_save command
The nsrsnap_save command is used to create a snapshot-based backup for file 
system and backup snapshots to long term and backup snapshots to long term 
storage.

Syntax The nsrsnap_save command uses the following syntax. 

nsrsnap_save [-BCEdniKLnquSVvx] [-s server] [-c client-name] [-N name] 
[-e expiration] 
[-f dirfile] [-b pool] [-A NSR_IMAGE_SAVE] [-F file] [-I 
input_file] [-g group] [-l level] [-t date]
[-m masquerade] [-w browse_time] [-y retention_time] [-D 
debug_level] [-W width] [path . . . ] 

Description The nsrsnap_save command is used to backup data to a snap set or a save set.

Note: The retention policy is not enforced with a nsrsnap_save command line initiated backup.

It is only with a savegrp backup, either from the command line or with a scheduled 
NetWorker Management Console (NMC) backup that the NetWorker retention policy 
is enforced. 

nsrsnap_save allows users to save data to tape with the new backup type: File 
Logical Image Backup (flib). The existing attribute list “NSR_IMAGE_SAVE” has 
been enhanced to accept a new type “flib”, which enables an image based workflow. 
It is not mandatory to specify an attribute list to nsrsnap_save. 

If no path arguments are specified on the command line or by using the -I option, the 
current directory will be used as the default path.

Note: Running nsrsnap_save directly is not recommended for snap set or save set backup; 
use nsrsnapadmin(8) instead. However, for FLIB nsrsnap_save is the only available 
interface.

With a heterogeneous image backup workflow (using -A NSR_IMAGE_SAVE=YES 
or TRUE in the nsrsnap_save command line) PowerSnap will not import volume 
groups and will not mount file systems on the data mover. The BCVs are still accessed 
by the data mover (for example, the "Block Data Mover"). To use a BDM workflow, a 
Solairs data mover and a supported clien tis needed. All other platform data movers 
and Solaris if NSR_IMAGE_SAVE=NO or FALSE is used, they will import volume 
groups and mount file systems on the data mover.

Options The following options are supported with the nsrsnap_save command:
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-b pool

Specifies a particular destination pool for the save.

-c client_name

Specifies the client name for starting the save session.

-d expiration

Set the date (in nsr_getdate(3) format) when the saved data will expire.

-D debug_level

Specifies the debug level to use. debug_level is a number between 0 and 9.

-f dirfile

The file from which to read prototype default directives (see nsr(5)) A dirfile of - 
causes the default directives to be read from standard input.

-g group

This option is used by savegrp(8) and savefs(8) to denote the group of the save 
(see nsr_client(5) and nsr_group(5) in the EMC Information Protection Software 
Compatibility Guide) and is used by the NetWorker server to select the specific 
media pool.

-i nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-l level 

The level of the save. This option is used by savegrp(8) and savefs(8) to specify a 
particular level for a scheduled save.

-m masquerade

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-n 

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-q 

Quiet. Displays only summary information and error messages.

-s server

Specifies which computer to use as the NetWorker server.

-t date 

The date (in nsr_getdate(3) format) by which files must have been modified for 
them to be saved.

This option is used by savegrp(8) and savefs(8) to perform scheduled saves by 
consulting with the media database to determine the appropriate time 
value-based on the previous saves for the save set and the level of the scheduled 
save.

-u 

Stop the save if an error occurs. The save program normally treats errors as 
warnings and continues to save the rest of the files in the backup. When this 
option is set, errors will cause save to exit and abort the save. This option is not 
recommended for general use, although it can be useful when a group of files 
needs to be backed up as a set.
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-v 

Verbose. Causes the save program to provide great detail about the save as it 
proceeds.

-y retention

Sets the date (in nsr_getdate (3) format) when the saved data will become 
recyclable. The special value forever is used to indicate that a volume that never 
expires (i.e. an archive or a migration volume) must be used. By default, the 
server determines this date for the save set-based on the retention policies in 
effect. This option allows overriding the existing policies on a save by save basis.

-w browse_time

Sets the date (in nsr_getdate (3) format) after which this save set will no longer be 
browsable. By default, the server determines the browse date for the save 
set-based on the browse policies in effect. This option allows overriding the 
existing policies on a save-by-save basis.

-x 

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-A 

nsrsnap_save performs an image backup if set to YES or TRUE. When no value is 
assigned to NSR_IMAGE_SAVE, nsrsnap_save performs a traditional backup. Set 
to NO to explicitly enable traditional file/operating system backups. To enable 
use for an image backup, NSR_IMAGE_SAVE must be set to 
YES/TRUE.

The possible settings are YES/NO/TRUE/FALSE. The default value is 
NO/FALSE.

-B 

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-E 

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-F file 

Only save files whose change time is newer than the modification date of the file. 

-I input_file

In addition to taking the paths to save from the command line, read paths to save 
from the named file. The paths must be listed one per line. If no paths are 
specified on the command line, then only those paths specified in the file will be 
saved.

-K

Does not build connecting directory index entries.

-L 

This causes an extra line to be printed at the end of the completion output of the 
form “complete savetime=number”, where number is the save time of the save set 
created by this backup. This option is meant to be used by the nsrsnap command 
to return the backup status back to savegrp(1m) command.

-M data_mover_host
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The name of the computer that would be used to mount/access the snapshots. If 
this option is not specified, the local computer is assumed to the data mover host.

-N name

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-P 

Create a snap set.

-S 

Allows only save set recovery. This performs the save without creating any index 
entries. This means that the save set will not be browsable, although save set 
recovery may be used to recover the data.

-R 

Back up the snap set to a long term storage.

-V 

nsrsnap_save will ignore this option.

-W width

The width used when formatting the summary information output. Valid values 
for width are integer values from 1 to 10000. If the supplied width is too small for 
the summary to fit in, the width will be silently adjusted upwards as necessary. If 
the supplied width is larger than the minimum needed, then spaces will be used 
to pad the summary to the correct width. 

Note: If no -W argument is supplied then there is no fixed width used, and the summary 
simply expands to whatever minimum width is necessary.

path 

Specify the save set names to be backed up. For a file system backup, it should be 
a valid file system, raw device, directory or file name.

See also save(1m), nsr_client(5), nsr_group(5), nsrd(1m), recover(1m), savefs(1m), 
savegrp(1m), nsrsnap(8), nsrsnapadmin(8), nsrsnap_recover(8), and nsrpsd(8).

Examples of usage nsrsnap_save -s server -M proxy_client -A NSR_IMAGE_SAVE=YES /fs1
or

nsrsnap_save -s server -M proxy_client -A NSR_IMAGE_SAVE=NO /fs1
or

nsrsnap_save -s server -M proxy_client/fs1

(NSR_IMAGE_SAVE is set depending on the Snapshot policy chosen for the save set)

Diagnostics

 Exit codes An exit code value of zero denotes a normal exit. An exit code value of nonzero 
denotes an abnormal exit and command failure.
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The nsrsnapck command
The nsrsnapck command is used to validate NetWorker snap sets and to provide a 
snap set deletion command.

Syntax The nsrsnapck command uses the following syntax. 

nsrsnapck -c cluster_node -s server -v -y 
nsrsnapck -c cluster_node -d -s server -S ssid -S ssid -v -y ...

Description The nsrsnapck command is a NetWorker client side command to delete and validate 
snap sets.

When resources are scheduled to be recycled, the nsrsnapck process starts, which 
releases the resources from the disk subsystem and eventually removes the snap set 
records from the media database.

If the -d option is not specified, the command validates all snap sets corresponding to 
the client on which the command is entered. Then if the snap sets are not valid, they 
are deleted.

Options The following options are supported with the nsrsnapck command:

-c cluster_node

cluster_node is the name of the virtual cluster host in a cluster setup, of which this 
host is just one of the nodes. If this option is not specified, the local computer is 
assumed as the client.

-d 

Deletes the specified snap sets.

-s server

Selects which NetWorker server to use. The default value is the local computer.

-S ssid

Specifies which snap set ID to operate on.

-v 

More information is printed if this option is specified.

-y 

Do not prompt for user input for deletion, as this causes the user to not be 
prompted before a snap set is deleted. By default, the user is prompted before 
deleting the snap set.

Examples The nsrsnapck command is used in the following instances:

nsrsnapck -dvy -s server -S ssid 

This usage is similar to the usage of ‘nsrmm –d [-y] –S ssid’ and is used at the time 
of consistency checking or when ‘nsrmm –d –y –S ssid’ is performed and the ssid 
is a PiT copy save set. 

nsrsnapck -s server -H snap ID

This is used when resources associated with a point-in-time copy need to be 
released.

nsrsnapck -s server
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This is used to manually perform a consistency check apart from the periodic check 
for consistency that automatically occurs.

To delete snap set IDs 2654636090 and 7637858874 for a client of the NetWorker server 
jupiter, type:

nsrsnapck -s jupiter -d -S 2654636090 -S 7637858874

The psrollback.res file
The psrollback.res file is a PowerSnap rollback resource file.

Synopsis The psrollback.res file has the following path:

UNIX /nsr/res/psrollback.res

Microsoft Windows C:\Program Files\Legato\nsr\res\psrollback.res

Description A resource file, psrollback.res provides NetWorker with configuration information 
for the rollback facility provided by PowerSnap. Before performing a roll back, 
PowerSnap makes sure that no file, directory, partition, or volume is overwritten by 
the rollback operation.

This resource lists the files, directories, partitions, and volumes to be excluded from 
the rollback safety check. During a rollback operation, PowerSnap will allow the 
overwriting of the items listed in this file.

More files or directories may be added to this file using these syntax rules:

◆ There should be one line per file or directory.

◆ Paths starting with / are absolute paths (for example, /tmp)

◆ Other paths are relative to the file system (for example, if /tmp is the file system 
being processed by PowerSnap and the entry is “lost+found”, /tmp/lost+found 
will be excluded from safety check).

◆ Following entries are supported in this file:

•  Directory or file path

•  File system

•  Block device of managed or unmanaged raw device. for example, 
/dev/vg_01/vol1 (Character device entry is not supported).

Examples If /fs1 (UNIX) or C:\fs1 (Microsoft Windows) is the file system on which a rollback is 
performed, the following are a few examples of valid entries in UNIX:

◆ dir1
◆ dir2/file1
◆ /fs2

Whereas the above entries in psrollback.res will exclude safety check for /fs1/dir1, 
/fs1/dir2/file1, and /fs2.

The following are a few examples of valid entries in Windows:

◆ dir1
◆ dir2\file1
◆ C:\fs2
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Whereas the above entries in psrollback.res will exclude safety check for C:\fs1\dir1, 
C:\fs1\dir2\file1, and C:\fs2.

See also nsrsnapadmin(8), nsrsnap_recover(8) in this guide.
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This appendix provides debugging techniques, error messages, and log file entries for 
the PowerSnap Module software. Also provided are resolutions and workarounds for 
problems.

The following sections are provided in this appendix.

◆ Debugging techniques................................................................................................... 77
◆ Error messages................................................................................................................ 78
◆ Log file entries ................................................................................................................ 85

Debugging techniques
The following debugging techniques are for PowerSnap Module.

With new installation, the backup fails
PowerSnap 2.4 (SP2) must have SYMAPI (packaged with the EMC Solutions Enabler) 
version 6.2.0 or greater installed properly for backups to be successful. With a new 
PowerSnap 2.4 (SP2) installation, if backups are initially failing for any reason, it 
could be because an older version of the SYMAPI is being used.

Solution: Run the PowerSnap Module for Symmetrix Configuration Checker to 
check this and several other necessary setting, parameter, and configuration 
requirements.

Most common problems with PowerSnap Module and NetWorker software
The most common problems arise with the following situations:

◆ Incorrect PowerSnap or NetWorker configuration.
◆ Attempt to recover files to a different operating system.

Troubleshooting
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Error messages
The following are error messages from the NetWorker PowerSnap Module for 
Symmetrix.

FLIR fails when restoring a read access denied file
A FLIR-type recovery fails when it contains a read access denied file. The error in the 
trace log contains the wording “CreateFile failed for 
G:\nw\dir1\admin_read_deny.txt - Access is denied,” where the read access denied 
file is admin_read_deny.txt. This reason for this occurrence is the administrator does 
not have privileges for this file.

FLIR that uses a mirror: When mirror device is unavailable, receive unknown error
If a FLIR that uses a mirror’s targeted mirror (BCV/VDEV) devices are not available, 
or in the wrong states, for example:

◆ Synchronized with another STD
◆ Not in the Devices group
◆ Locked
◆ Not listed in the snap pool file

Then the recovery fails with an “unknown error.” Error messages:

◆ Error allocating resource
◆ Not enough resources to create snapshot
◆ No matching device found

These error messages are printed in the brc log file. The same error messages need to 
be printed to the terminal when the targeted mirror devices are not available to use 
the FLIR that uses a mirror.

FLIR of a directory fails with the following error
FLIR of a directory fails with the following error:

nsrsnap_recover -s brown -S 3217910797 -A restore_type_order=flir - A 
restore_to_mirror=true -D9 -M brown /stripvol02/pp

Following the use of this command:

nsrsnap_recover -s brown -S 3217910797 -A 8
b- A restore_to_mirror=true -D9 -M brown /stripvol02/pp

Possible reasons:

◆ FLIR of directory fails regardless restore_to_mirror=yes or no.

◆ Conventional recovery from the same FLIB (/stripvol02/pp) performs correctly.

◆ On the same setup, FLIB and FLIR of the file system (/stripvol02) works fine.
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◆ FLIR the same directory from the file system FLIB backup using the following 
command works fine: 

nsrsnap_recover -s brown -S 3134026097 -A restore_type_order=flir - 
A restore_to_mirror=true -I /rest_PP -D9 -M brown /stripvol02"

Solution: The problem is because of the client system time lagging behind the proxy 
client by about one minute. After synchronizing the system time on the client, the 
FLIR of a directory performed correctly.

Workaround: Synchronize client and proxy client, or perform conventional 
NetWorker recovery.

FLIR/FLIR that uses a mirror of a file fails: File/volume discovery failure
FLIR of a file fails with the following error in the brc.debug logs: 

01/17/06 16:05:45 FLIR: Entering function Discovery::createFileObj 
01/17/06 16:05:45 FLIR: Entering function File::init 01/17/06 
16:05:45 FLIR: lg_lstat(): Calling native lstat(). 01/17/06 
16:05:45 FLIR: Diagnostic: No such file or directory 01/17/06 
16:05:45 FLIR: Leaving function File::init 01/17/06 16:05:45 FLIR: 
Diagnostic: Initialization failed for file object: 
/stripvol02/nsrmkcap 01/17/06 16:05:45 FLIR: Leaving function 
Discovery::createFileObj StorageStack.cpp 417 01/17/06 16:05:45 
4:Printing Stack StorageStack.cpp 421 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Level = 0 
StorageStack.cpp 421 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Level = 1 StorageStack.cpp 
421 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Level = 2 StorageStack.cpp 421 01/17/06 
16:05:45 4:Level = 3 StorageStack.cpp 421 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Level 
= 4 StorageStack.cpp 421 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Level = 5 LOG 
SnapCopyService.cpp 252:/stripvol02/nsrmkcap : File/Volume 
Discovery Failure : Reason : No such file or directory LOG 
SnapCopyService.cpp 687:/stripvol02/nsrmkcap : File/Volume 
Discovery Failure: Reason: No such file or directory BrcRecovOp.cpp 
1004 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:prepare getCopySet Internal Error. 
/stripvol02/nsrmkcap: File/Volume Discover Failure: Reason: No such 
file or directory BrcRecovOp.cpp 4405 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Done 
prepare BrcRecovOp.cpp 4414 01/17/06 16:05:45 4:Prepare status is 
failed, setting objects status as failed. 

Environment:

◆ Production host: HP-UX 11i 64-bit (korbel)
◆ Data mover/NW server: Solaris 9 64-bits. (brown)
◆ NetWorker version 7.2.1.
◆ Backup file system: VxFS on VxVM managed 2-stripped volume. 

Steps taken:

1. FLIB-type backup of a file (/fs/file1).

2. FLIR-type backup of the file with the following command: 

nsrsnap_recover -s brown -S 2966258492 -A restore_type_order=FLIR - A 
restore_to_mirror=true -D9 -M brown /stripvol02/nsrmkcap

Result: The restore fails with the following error:

nsrsnap_recover: pb_inquiry(): ENTRY nsrsnap_recover: Error reported 
for /stripvol02/nsrmkcap. nsrsnap_recover: Error :Unknown error. 
nsrsnap_recover: /stripvol02/nsrmkcap: Failed. nsrsnap_recover: 
Error :Unknown error nsrsnap_recover: pb_status returned error 
status for /stripvol02/nsrmkcap. nsrsnap_recover: Restore failed. 
Reason 3. nsrsnap_recover: Restore Failed. nsrsnap_recover: 
pb_close(): ENTRY nsrsnap_recover: pb_end(): ENTRY nsrsnap_recover: 
free_impl(): ENTRY nsrsnap_recover: Recover operation failed.
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Related information and tests: 

◆ On the same setup, FLIB and FLIR of the file system (/stripvol02) performs 
properly.

◆ FLIR of the same file from the file system FLIB backup using the following 
command performs properly.

nsrsnap_recover -s brown -S 3134026097 -A restore_type_order=FLIR - 
A restore_to_mirror=true -I /rest_file -D9 -M brown /stripvol02

Analysis: The precreation for this file failed as the index query returned back an entry 
for nsrmkcap, which does not match the save time for the nsrmkcap requested. The 
save time of the save set is greater than the matching BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE save set 
for this save set, which indicates the client is lagging behind the proxy client. 

The save time of the actual save set amd the save time of BRC_CONNDIR_SAVE is 
repectively:

◆ 1137541948 

◆ 1137541847

Possible reason: The problem is because of the client system time was lagging behind 
the proxy client only be around one minute. After being adjusted with the system 
time on the client, the FLIR of a directory works fine.

Resolution: Always, when configuring system setup, synchronize the client system 
time with that of the proxy client. This step is detailed in the NetWorker PowerSnap 
Module For EMC Symmetrix Version 2.5 Installation Guide.

The call to pb_prepare() failed with error: RPC call failed
Reason: Timed out (111:117:0)

A FLIR-type recovery of a large DB containing multiple tablespaces and multiple 
data files (875 files of approximately 30 GB each) fails with this error message. A 
FLIR-type recovery of eight data files of around 240 GB each also fails.

A conventional recovery operates properly. With one data file of about 30 GB, a 
FLIR-type recovery goes through successfully. 

A partial solution for this defect is available for a VxFS environment only—not a HFS 
or a UFS environment. This means a FLIR-type recovery, in a VxFS environment, can 
support up to 100 GB when the target files does not already exist.

For UFS and HFS environments, a new application information variable has been 
developed:

NSR_PS_PREPARE_MULTI_THREAD

This variable takes true or false; the default, or set, value is true.

For example, 

nsrsnap_recover -s ledma173 -D 9 -S 4163573187 -d /ps-fs1/rec1 –A 
RESTORE_TYPE_ORDER=FLIR -A NSR_PS_PREPARE_MULTI_THREAD=true 
/ps-fs2/datadir

Use this variable with the nsrsnap_recover -A switch when performing a FLIR-type 
recovery of large files or large numbers of files with a total size of greater than 64 GB 
to UFS or HFS environments. This does not apply to traditional PowerSnap and 
conventional recoveries.
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No BCV visible to proxy client before backup
Possible reasons: PowerSnap does not check before backup that a BCV is visible to 
the proxy client.

Resolution: The PowerSnap Module does not check before triggering a backup that a 
BCV is visible to the proxy client. If there are BCVs defined, but are not visible to the 
proxy client, the PowerSnap Module will not properly detect this and the backup will 
fail. Ensure that all BCVs are visible to the proxy client so that this does not occur. 
This is covered in defect LGTpa63167 in the NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC 
Symmetrix Release 2.0.1 Release Notes.

Failed to initialize a 
session for backup

Possible reasons: The nsrpsd daemon is either not installed or not running on the 
application server. 

Resolution: Check that the PowerSnap Snapshot Control Module (LGTOpssc) engine 
is installed on the application server and that the nsrpsd daemon is running.

Cannot snapshot, path is not snapshot-capable
Possible reasons: The path leads to a device which cannot be snapshotted. 

Resolution: Check the trace file for the mapping from save set to device name and 
type the following:

symcfg discover
symdev list | grep device_name

Resolution: Check that the mount point and the volume group are correct in the log 
file. 

Cannot snapshot Possible reason: 

◆ No Snapshot Control Module (SCM) is installed, or the shared library is missing. 
(This reason is displayed with the error message.) 

◆ SYMAPI is not installed with the correct enabler key.

Resolution: Install the SYMAPI 6.2.0 or later on HP-UX 11i (6.2.0 or later on IBM AIX, 
and 6.2.0 or later on Solaris). Run the Time Kit and apply the Run Time Enabler.

Possible reason: LGTOpssc, the PowerSnap Snapshot Control Module, is not 
installed on both the application server and proxy client. 

Resolution: Check the installation to see if LGTOpssc is installed on both the 
application server and the proxy host.

There was an error in the communication object
Possible reason: There was an error in either creating a socket or sending a request. 

Resolution: The servers file on the data mover host is empty, or it has an entry for the 
application server. For the needed changes, see the EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module 
for EMC Symmetrix DMX, Version 2.5 Installation Guide. Restart the nsrexecd daemon 
after making the change.
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Host database file corrupt or does not exist
Possible reason: The SYMAPI database is corrupt.

Resolution: Re-create the SYMAPI database.

pb_save() failed Possible reason: The NetWorker Client or Media resources have not been configured 
properly or NetWorker daemons are not running.

Resolution: The Client resource has the remote access set incorrectly; for more 
information, see the EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX, 
Version 2.5 Installation Guide. If the NetWorker daemons are not running, start them. 
For more information, see EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix 
DMX, Version 2.5 Installation Guide.

Possible reason: The root user on the proxy client host is not in the Administrator list 
in the NetWorker Administrator program. 

Resolution: Perform the following: 

1. Start the NetWorker Administrator program.

2. Select Groups from the Customize menu.

3. Add the root user of the client and proxy client host to the Administrator list.

Possible reason: There is no entry for the application host in servers (see the EMC 
NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX, Version 2.5 Installation Guide) 
on the secondary host, or the nsrexecd daemon has not been restarted after the 
change was made to the servers file.

Resolution: Create an entry for the application host on the secondary host, or restart 
the nsrexecd daemon.

Not enough resources to create snapshot—no matching device found
Possible Reason: The SYMM_SNAP_POOL variable is not correctly set. The default 
value of the variable is /nsr/res/symm.res.

Resolution: Check the variable and the file matching its value to see if Snapshot 
resources are listed.

Possible reason: The snap pool file does not have a matching resource for the devices 
being backed up, or all listed resources are already in use.

Resolution: Check the brc*.trace file to see the list of devices for which resources need 
to be configured, and appropriately configure the resources. If a resource is already in 
use, it will be listed in the output of the symdev -lock list command. 

Possible Reason: Snapshot resources are listed in snap pool file, but not in the same 
device group as the source device.

Resolution: Add the Snapshot resource to the device group. For BCVs, type the 
following command: 

symbcv -g device_groupname add dev BCV_Symm_devicename

For details on BCV and RBCV configurations, refer to the configuration instructions 
in the EMC NetWorker PowerSnap Module for EMC Symmetrix DMX, Version 2.5 
Installation Guide.
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Unable to mount the file system (IBM AIX 5.2/5.3 only)
Reason: This error might show up during a rollback operation. The rollback 
operation will be successful, but the file systems were not mounted upon completion 
of the rollback.

Resolution: Mount the file systems manually.

Failed to snapshot a file system (IBM AIX 5.2/5.3 only)
Reason: The brc log file might contain an error about an inability to synchronize the 
file system. This happens if the file system is not JFS2. 

Resolution: Only JFS2 file systems are supported.

Unable to install the PowerSnap packages (IBM AIX 5.2 only)
Reason: If you install PowerSnap packages on top of another PowerSnap installation, 
the dependency checks will fail.

Resolution: Make sure that the system does not contain the PowerSnap packages 
already. If the system does contain the packages, uninstall them first and then install 
the new PowerSnap packages.

Uninstallation of LGTO.pseg.rte package gives errors but proceeds to finish successfully (AIX 
5.2/5.3 only)

Reason: These errors might be related to unloading of QFS file system quiescing 
driver.

Resolution: Check after the uninstall that /usr/bin/cfgqfs and /usr/lib/drivers/qfs 
are not present.

PowerSnap continuously cores when random backup and recovery failures occur
Reason: During random backup or recovery failures, the ssres and ssnapres files get 
created under/nsr/tmp. Once these files exist, subsequent backup and restores keep 
failing with nsrpsd core dumping. 

Resolution: Once these files are removed the backups and restores may be effectively 
performed. 

Volume not 
supported

Reason: A FLIB-type backup with an unsupported volume type fails with an error 
message, “Configuration not supported.” The brc and trace logs do not indicate the 
reason why the configuration is not supported. Debug 9 must be enabled to 
determine why the configuration is not supported.

This defect applies only to FLIB-type backups. If the backup is in a homogeneous 
environment, the same warning message is observed, but only in the debug 9 brc log.

Solution: Should this error message be observed, enable debug 9.
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Bad file number being returned from NetWorker Server
Reason: When the proxy client system time is ahead of the application host, the 
FLIR-type restore fails with this error.

Solution: When installing and configuring the PowerSnap Module software in a 
two-host configuration, the system time must be synchronized between the 
application server and the proxy client. Ensure all clocks on your system 
configuration are synchronized.

Invalid Snapshot policy with number_of_requested_snapshots snapshot creation per day
Reason: If a Snapshot policy is configured to request more snapshots than a 
savegroup can generate for a group in a given time, the savegroup generates the 
following error message when running the group and does not back up that group:

timestamp savegrp: RAP error: Invalid Snapshot policy with 
number_of_requested_snapshots snapshot creation per day. NetWorker 
will not be able to create, number_of_requested_snapshots from 
timestamp in a single day

Solution: To resolve this issue, do one of the following:

◆ Modify the savegroup start time and Interval attributes of the Group resource to 
synchronize it with the Snapshot policy.

◆ Modify the Snapshot policy to synchronize it with the Group resource.

For more information on modifying the Start time and Interval attributes and 
snapshot policies, refer to the NetWorker Administration Guide.

SYMAPI_C_PDEV_NOT_FOUND
A PowerSnap backup is failing with the following error and is unable to discover the 
VxVM/DMP/PowerPath disks.

Problem: 

Customers who have both PowerPath and VERITAS Dynamic Multipathing (DMP) 
enabled on their client systems may encounter issues with traditional or image 
backup. This includes data mover systems as well.

PowerSnap can perform backups and restores where valid PowerPath pseudo-device 
paths are in use, and also can support backup and restore where valid DMP 
pseudo-device paths are in use. What PowerSnap cannot support are the invalid 
DMP paths that typically occur when both PowerPath and DMP are installed and 
enabled on the same system. 

IMPORTANT!
DMP must be installed and enabled first. Otherwise, invalid DMP device paths 
could be created when DMP auto-discovers existing PowerPath pseudo device 
paths (which DMP mistakenly treats as normal native device paths to attached 
physial disks). If PowerSnap attempts to backup by using an invalid DMP path, an 
error similar to this one occurs (from LGTpa91886):

SymPdevSync : sym_rc : SYMAPI_C_PDEV_NOT_FOUND
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Error : SymPdevShow /dev/rdsk/emcpower207s2 returned 

SYMAPI_C_PDEV_NOT_FOUND

Device not known to symapi database 

PowerPath supports configurations where both DMP and PowerPath software are 
installed. Invalid DMP device paths will occur when you install DMP after 
PowerPath disk device paths have already been established on the same system, and 
these invalid paths cause PowerSnap backups and restores to fail. DMP must be 
installed/enabled and device paths established prior to installing PowerPath and 
establishing PowerPath device paths.

Solution:

Install and enable DMP first. 

Should invalid DMP device paths exist resulting from PowerPath being installed and 
enabled prior to DMP on the same system, completely deinstall PowerPath, and 
ensure that DMP and all related device paths were cleaned up correctly, and first 
enable DMP and subsequently install PowerPath on the application host. 

Log file entries
These entries are log error messages.

Symmetrix configuration changed
Possible reason: The SYMAPI database is not up-to-date with the last configuration 
change in Symmetrix/DMX.

Resolution: Type the symcfg discover command.
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This appendix contains these sections:

◆ Useful SYMCLI commands ......................................................................................... 87.
◆ Hewlett-Packard Logical Volume Manager .............................................................. 89.

Useful SYMCLI commands 
Use the information presented in these sections in conjunction with the appropriate 
man pages, printed documentation, and detailed help supplied with the SYMCLI 
commands and volume manager.

Before you can enter any SYMCLI commands, you must install the SYMAPI Solution 
Enabler. The SYMAPI Solution Enabler is installed on the host by following these 
steps:

1. Set the path.

set PATH=$PATH:/usr/symcli/bin

2. Create a SYMAPI database.

set SYMCLI_DB=/var/symapi/db/user_defined_DB_name 
symcfg discover

3. Check list of devices in Symmetrix or DMX.

symdev list

4. Create a device group.

symdg create -TYPE RDF1 device_group_name

5. Add a two way mirror, RAID 3+1, or RDF1 device to a device group.

symld –g device_group_name add dev sym_device_name
symld –g device_group_name add pd OS_device_name

6. Add a BCV to a device group.

symbcv –g device_group_name add dev sym_device_name

7. List the device groups.

symdg list

8. Check member details of a device group.

symld –g device_group_name list 

Common Symmetrix
CLI and LVM
commands
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9. Check the Sync/Split status of a device.

symmir –g device_group_name query

10. Check details of a device that use the Symmetrix device (SYMDEV) name.

symdev show sym_device_name

11. Check details of a device by using the operating system (OS) device name.

sympd show OS_device_name

Common Symmetrix operations
This section presents information about the main Symmetrix operations used to back 
up and recover data to BCV and R2 devices. Use the information presented in this 
section with the Symmetrix documentation.

Table 8 on page 88 lists several of the most common EMC TimeFinder operations 
used to administer BCV pairs. For additional information about when to perform 
these operations, refer to the Symmetrix documentation and the symmir man page. 

Table 8 Symmetrix operations

Operation Description

establish Establishes (mirrors) one or all standard devices in a device group with one or 
more BCV devices that are associated with the group. Depending on whether the 
establish operation is full or incremental, all or only the changed tracks are 
internally copied to the BCV device. When a pair is established, the BCV device is 
not addressable by any host. The default is to perform an incremental establish.

query Reports the status of all BCV devices.

recovery Assigns the specified BCV device as the next available mirror of the M1 device and 
automatically copies the data from the BCV device to the M1 device. Depending 
on whether the recovery operation is full or incremental, all or only the changed 
tracks are copied to the M1 device. During this operation, the BCV device is not 
addressable by any host. The default is to perform an incremental recovery. 

split Splits a BCV pair. When the pair is split, the BCV device is addressable by a 
secondary host.

verify Verifies that the BCV synchronization process is completed.
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Table 9 on page 89 lists additional useful Symmetrix commands. For information, 
refer to the Symmetrix documentation and the appropriate man pages.

Hewlett-Packard Logical Volume Manager
This section provides instructions for several common LVM tasks used during 
recovery operations. Use the information presented in this section in conjunction 
with the Hewlett-Packard documentation and the specific man page for a command. 
In addition to using the commands presented below, you can use the SAM program 
to obtain much of the following information.

Start a LVM volume Use the vgchange command to make a volume group and all its associated logical 
volumes active. You can also use the lvchange command to activate or deactivate a 
single logical volume, but the volume group must be active to access any associated 
logical volumes. To start a volume group, type:

vgchange -a y path_to_volume_group

For example, to start a volume group called /dev/vg01 and all associated logical 
volumes:

vgchange -a y /dev/vg01

For further instructions about how to start a volume group or logical volume, refer to 
the vgchange and lvchange man pages.

LVM volume group The process to create or re-create a LVM volume group requires several different 
commands. For specific examples, refer to the lvm and vgcreate man pages.

Table 9 Additional Symmetrix commands  

Command Description

symbcv Performs supported operations on a Symmetrix BCV device. 

symcfg Displays Symmetrix configuration information. 

symcli Provides a brief description of all commands included in the SYMCLI.

symdev Performs operations on a device when provided with the device's Symmetrix device name. 

symdg Performs operations on a Symmetrix device group.

symgate Performs operations on a gatekeeper device.

syminq Issues the SCSI INQUIRY command, and optionally SCSI READ CAPACITY, on one or all 
devices. 

symld Performs operations on a device in a device group.

symmir Performs Symmetrix BCV control operations on a device group, or on a device within the 
device group. The device group must have one or more associated BCV devices.

sympd Performs operations on a device when provided with the device's physical (host) name. Use 
sympd show to discover Symmetrix device name.

symstat Displays statistical information about a Symmetrix unit, any or all Directors, a device group, 
or a device.
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How to create a LVM volume group volume
To create a logical volume in a volume group, type the lvcreate command in the 
following format:

lvcreate -n logical_volume_name -L size volume_group_name 

For example, to create a 200 MB logical volume named lvraw1 in a volume group 
named /dev/vg01: 

lvcreate -n lvraw1 -L 200 /dev/vg01

For further instructions about creating a logical volume, refer to the lvcreate man 
page.

Importing a LVM volume group onto a host computer
Importing a LVM volume group onto a host computer requires several different 
commands. For specific examples, refer to the vgchgid and vgimport man pages.

Use the HP-UX 
vgimport command

Disk groups are imported onto the secondary host using group node numbers 
starting at one greater than the largest preexisting group node number on the 
secondary host. The highest minor number that NetWorker software uses to create a 
group node is controlled by the kernel configuration parameter maxvgs. If this 
number is not set high enough to allow group numbers to exceed the current highest 
group number, the vgimport command will fail.

By default, maxvgs is set to 10. If the parameter is not set high enough to allow the 
import of a volume group, an error similar to the following appears:

nsrordemc: Error importing disk group pr402 [Error executing command 
’vgimport -m /nsr/tmp/map_pr402.2146 pr402  /dev/dsk/c1t1d6’ 
[vgimport: Cannot open the control file "/dev/pr402/group": No such 
device]]

This error message might appear before maxvgs groups being imported into the 
secondary host if the secondary host has not gone sequentially through the minor 
nodes but has skipped one or more numbers. In this case, increase the maxvgs 
parameter value on the secondary host.

To determine the existing maxvgs parameter, type:

kmtune |grep maxvgs
maxvgs 10

In this example, the value is 10. To change the value, update the maxvgs parameter in 
the kernel configuration section of the SAM program.

Remove a LVM volume
Removing a LVM volume requires a series of steps that involve several different 
commands. For example, to remove a LVM volume might require the following tasks:

1. Determine the names of each volume you want to remove.

2. Unmount any file system that uses these volumes.

3. Issue the lvchange command with the -a n options to deactivate the volume 
group.
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4. Issue the lvremove command for each volume. Do not remove the group volume.

For specific examples, refer to the lvremove and vgchange man pages.

Deport a LVM volume group from a host computer
Deporting a volume group involves a series of steps and several different commands. 
For example, to deport the volume group requires the following tasks: 

1. Unmount any file system that resides on the volume group.

2. Issue the vgchange command with the -a n options using the following syntax:

vgchange -a n volume_group_name

3. Issue the vgexport command to create a map file for the vgimport command to 
use. Use the following syntax:

vgexport -m map_file_name volume_group_name

For specific details, refer to the lvremove and vgchange man pages.

Use the vgdisplay 
command

Use the vgdisplay command to print data about the layout of a particular volume 
group and to find physical disks for managed volumes. This command provides 
information about the logical volumes and physical disks in a volume group. Type 
the vgdisplay command using the following format:

vgdisplay -v volume_group_name

For example, typing the following command displays information about a volume 
group named /dev/vg01 (refer to Table 10 on page 91):

vgdisplay -v /dev/vg01 

Table 10 Volume groups, logical, and physical volumes 

Volume groups Displays

VG Name /dev/vg01

VG Write Access read/write

VG Status available

Max LV 255

Cur LV 2

Open LV 2

Max PV 16

Cur PV 2

Act PV 2

Max PE per PV 1016

VGDA 4 

PE Size (Mbytes) 4

Total PE 1078
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To obtain additional information about logical volumes and physical disks, refer to 
the lvdisplay and the pvdisplay man pages.

Alloc PE 53

Free PE 1025

Total PVG 0

--- Logical Volumes --- Displays

LV Name /dev/vg01/lvrawvg01

LV Status available/syncd

LV Size (Mbytes) 200

Current LE 50

Allocated PE 50

Used PV 1

LV Name /dev/vg01/smallvg01

LV Status available/syncd

LV Size (Mbytes) 12

Current LE 3

Allocated PE 3

Used PV 1

--- Physical Volumes ---

PV Name /dev/dsk/c2t1d4

PV Status available

Total PE 539

Free PE 486

PV Name /dev/dsk/c2t1d5

PV Status available

Total PE 539

Free PE 539

Table 10 Volume groups, logical, and physical volumes  
(continued)
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Additional LVM 
commands

Table 11 on page 93 lists additional LVM commands. For further instructions on using 
these commands, refer to the appropriate man pages.

Table 11 Hewlett-Packard LVM commands

Command Description

lvchange Changes the characteristics of the logical volume.

lvcreate Stripes and creates a logical volume in a volume group.

lvdisplay Displays information about logical volumes.

lvextend Increases space and increases mirrors for logical volumes.

lvlnboot Prepares a logical volume to be a root, primary swap, or dump volume.

lvmmigrate Prepares the root file system for migration from partitions to logical volumes.

lvreduce Decreases the number of physical extents allocated to a logical volume.

lvremove Removes one or more logical volumes from a volume group.

lvrmboot Removes a logical volume link to the root, primary swap, or dump volume.

pvchange Changes the characteristics of a physical volume in a volume group.

pvcreate Creates a physical volume for use in a volume group.

pvdisplay Displays information about the physical volumes within a volume group.

pvmove Moves allocated physical extents from one physical volume to other physical volumes. 

vgcfgbackup Creates or updates the LVM volume group configuration backup file.

vgcfgrestore Displays or recovers the LVM volume group configuration from a backup file.

vgchange Sets the LVM volume group availability.

vgcreate Creates a LVM volume group.

vgdisplay Displays information about LVM volume groups.

vgexport Exports a LVM volume group and its associated logical volumes.

vgextend Extends a LVM volume group by adding physical volumes.

vgimport Imports a LVM volume group onto the system.

vgreduce Removes physical volumes from a LVM volume group.

vgremove Removes a LVM volume group definition from the system.

vgscan Scans physical volumes for LVM volume groups.
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How NetWorker software is licensed
NetWorker software and added features, such as modules, are installed in evaluation 
mode with all of the features enabled. The licensing of NetWorker software means 
entry of enabler and authorization codes on the server for the NetWorker 
environment. Without these codes, the software or added features will not run 
beyond the evaluation period.

Each installation of NetWorker server software must be licensed with a base enabler. 
This enabler “turns on” the software and allows you to use a particular bundle of 
features, such as a specified number of clients and devices. All licensing takes place 
on the server. The licenses are entered and stored on the server. The server enforces 
the licensing.

Base enablers come in different editions, which enable varying degrees of 
functionality. Add-on enablers allow a broader scope of features.

The steps in this chapter assume that the NetWorker software is installed and that all 
of the software and hardware requirements have been met on the computer that will 
access the NetWorker Management Console.

The evaluation process
You can evaluate NetWorker software two ways:

◆ By evaluating a new installation of the software on a NetWorker server.

◆ By evaluating NetWorker features on an existing NetWorker installation.

Evaluating a new installation
When you first install the NetWorker software, you can evaluate it with all the 
modules and features for 30 days free without entering any codes.

Licensing and Enabling
the Software
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By the end of the evaluation period, you must purchase, enter, and authorize a base 
enabler to continue to use the NetWorker software to back up data. The base enabler 
is the license that enables the edition purchased. 

To continue to use some of the modules and features that were available with the 
evaluation software, you might need to purchase add-on enablers, depending on the 
edition of the base enabler.

Evaluating features on an existing installation
If you are evaluating one or more NetWorker Modules or features on an edition of 
NetWorker software that has already been installed and enabled, enter a temporary 
enabler for each module or feature. The temporary enabler is valid for 45 days. 

To obtain a temporary enabler code, do one of the following:

◆ Go to the http://Powerlink.EMC.com website, select Support > Software 
Downloads and Licensing > License Management, and then follow the 
instructions for your product.

◆ Refer to the EMC Information Protection Media Kit. 

By the end of the evaluation period, you must purchase, install, and authorize the 
corresponding license enablers to continue to use modules or features you have 
evaluated.

◆ “The licensing process” on page 97 provides instructions.

◆ “Multiplatform licensing” on page 99 provides information on the different 
NetWorker features.

Entering a temporary enabler code

CAUTION!
The temporary enabler code is valid on only one computer in a network. If you 
enter the same code on more than one computer in a network, a copy protection 
violation error occurs and the NetWorker server software is disabled on all 
NetWorker servers with duplicate enablers.

NetWorker server release 7.3 or later
To enter the temporary enabler code:

1. Start the NetWorker Management Console software.

2. Open the Administration window:

a. In the Console window, click Enterprise.

b. In the left pane, select a NetWorker server in the Enterprise list.

c. In the right pane, select the application.

d. From the Enterprise menu, click Launch Application. 

The Administration window is launched as a separate application.

3. From the Administration window, click Configuration.

4. In the left pane, select Registration.

5. From the File menu, select New.
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6. In the Enabler Code attribute, type the enabler code.

7. In the Name attribute, type the name of the license.

8. (Optional) In the Comment attribute, type a description of the license.

9. Click OK.

The licensing process
To permanently use NetWorker software, you must purchase and enter a license 
enabler code, and then authorize it. This licensing process is the same for all editions 
of NetWorker software as well as for individual modules and features. 

The license enabler code that you purchase is valid for 45 days, as a registration 
period. During the registration period, you must obtain and enter a corresponding 
authorization code.

These sections explain how to enter and authorize the license enabler: 

◆ “Task 1: Enter the license enabler code” on page 97

◆ “Task 2: Obtain an authorization code” on page 98

◆ “Task 3: Enter the authorization code” on page 98

Task 1: Enter the license enabler code

Note: To save time when entering multiple licenses, enter the base enabler last. Otherwise, once 
a base enabler is entered, devices that do not yet have licenses entered could become disabled. 
Those devices would have to be reenabled manually after their licenses are installed.

NetWorker server release 7.3 or later
To enter the license enabler code:

1. Start the NetWorker Management Console software.

2. Open the Administration window:

a. In the Console window, click Enterprise.

b. In the left pane, click a NetWorker server in the Enterprise list.

c. In the right pane, click the application.

d. From the Enterprise menu, select Launch Application. 

The Administration window is launched as a separate application.

3. In the Administration window, click Configuration.

4. In the left pane, select Registrations.

5. From the File menu, select New. 

The Create Registration dialog box appears.

6. In the Enabler Code attribute, type the enabler code.

7. In the Name attribute, type the name of the license.

8. (Optional) In the Comment attribute, type a description of the license.

9. Click OK.
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The new license is added and appears in the right pane. Repeat Step 1 to Step 9 to add 
any additional enabler codes.

After you type a license enabler code, you have 45 days as a registration period to 
authorize the NetWorker software.

Task 2: Obtain an authorization code
Registration of NetWorker software occurs by obtaining an authorization code. 

To obtain a unique authorization code:

1. Go to the http://Powerlink.EMC.com website.

2. Select Support > Software Downloads and Licensing and follow the instructions 
for your product. 

IMPORTANT!
If the software or feature is not authorized by the end of the 45-day registration 
period, the NetWorker backup function or feature is disabled. However, data that 
was backed up during the registration period can still be recovered from local 
devices.

Task 3: Enter the authorization code
To complete the licensing process, you must enter the unique authorization code on 
the NetWorker server within 45 days of entering the license enabler code.

If the authorization process is successful, the expiration date for the license displays 
“Authorized - No expiration date.” If the authorization is not verified in this way, 
contact the http://Powerlink.EMC.com website.

To avoid an interruption in scheduled backups if you move the NetWorker software 
from one computer to another, or to change the network address of a computer after 
the software is installed, perform one of the following:

◆ Obtain a new authorization code. You need the host ID of the original server as 
well as the new server. The host ID appears in the server’s Registration window. 

◆ Install and configure the NetWorker License Manager software. “Managing 
licenses” on page 101 provides information on use of the NetWorker License 
Manager, and the latest NetWorker License Manager Installation and 
Administration Guide.

NetWorker server release 7.3 or later
To enter the authorization code:

1. Start the NetWorker Management Console software.

2. Open the Administration window:

a. In the Console window, click Enterprise.

b. In the left pane, select a NetWorker server in the Enterprise list.

c. In the right pane, click the application.

d. From the Enterprise menu, select Launch Application. 

The Administration window is launched as a separate application.
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3. In the Administration window, click Configuration.

4. In the left pane, select Registration. 

5. In the right pane, select a license.

6. From the File menu, select Properties.

7. In the Auth Code attribute, type the authorization code for the product. The 
authorization code is the code assigned to the specified permanent enabler or 
update enabler code.

8. Click OK.

The license is now permanently enabled.

Multiplatform licensing
The client connections that come with a NetWorker server can be used for only that 
server platform. A NetWorker ClientPak® license allows the NetWorker server to 
back up clients of different platforms. For example:

◆ The client connections that accompany a NetWorker server for Microsoft 
Windows can be used for Windows client computers only.

◆ The client connections that accompany a NetWorker server for Solaris can be used 
for Solaris clients only.

With a ClientPak for UNIX, other UNIX platforms can be enabled for use with a 
NetWorker server for Solaris. The ClientPak for UNIX supports all UNIX platforms. 
The ClientPak for UNIX is sufficient for all UNIX clients (backed up by a UNIX or 
Windows server).

Note: The NetWorker software treats Linux as a separate operating system. A ClientPak for 
Linux is necessary to back up Linux clients by either UNIX or Windows servers.

Example 5 Multiplatform licensing scenarios

A company was using a Linux server to back up Solaris, Linux, and Microsoft 
Windows clients. It needed two ClientPak licenses, one for Solaris and one for 
Microsoft Windows. The company added HP-UX and AIX clients, which required the 
addition of a ClientPak license for UNIX.

As the company grew and needed to add a server, it added a Windows 2000 server, 
which backed up the existing Windows clients and subsequent Windows 2000 clients 
without requiring a ClientPak. The company assigned the NetWorker server to a 
Solaris computer to back up the HP-UX, Solaris, and AIX clients by using a single 
ClientPak for UNIX.

Update enablers
To update existing NetWorker software to a major release, an update enabler is 
necessary. Update enablers are required for any major NetWorker software upgrade 
from release 4.0 and later, including the current NetWorker release. To use the 
NetWorker License Manager, the NetWorker server must be release 5.0 or later.

With a first-time purchase of NetWorker software, a one-year update agreement may 
be included. After a year, an update enabler may be acquired with a new update 
agreement purchase.
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Table 12 on page 100 lists the NetWorker releases that require update enablers.

Additional licenses
This section describes a few of the additional licenses that are required to operate 
some of the NetWorker features.

Client connection licenses
Every computer to be backed up in a NetWorker datazone requires a client 
connection license, even the NetWorker server. The client connection license may be 
one of the licenses that is supplied with the base enabler or purchased separately. A 
cluster client or NDMP data server requires a special type of client connection license.

Storage nodes
Each storage node requires a storage node license, in addition to its client connection 
license. A dedicated storage node, which allows the storage node to back up only 
itself, is licensed separately.

NetWorker Application Modules 
NetWorker Application Modules are licensed on the basis of one enabler per database 
type host. For example, to back up the Oracle database on two hosts, two NetWorker 
Module for Oracle enablers are required, even if the two hosts are backed up by the 
same server. However, if multiple database instances are running on a NetWorker 
client host, only one NetWorker Module enabler is required for that one host.

Table 12 NetWorker update enablers

Upgrade from to 5.0 to 5.5 to 5.5.x to 5.6 to 5.7 to 6.x to 7.0 to 7.1 to 7.2 to 7.3 to 7.4 to 7.5

Any release 
prior to 5.0 

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

5.0 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

5.5 yes yes (UNIX only) yes 
(Windows only)

yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

5.5.x yes (UNIX only) yes (Windows only) yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

5.6 NA* yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

5.7 yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

6.0 no yes yes yes yes yes yes

7.0 yes yes yes yes yes

7.1 yes yes yes yes

7.2 yes yes yes

7.3 yes yes

7.4 yes yes

Note: * Release 5.6 is UNIX only, and release 5.7 is Microsoft Windows only. 
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Cluster clients
For each physical node in a cluster, you must purchase a Cluster Client Connection, 
which takes the place of one standard client connection. The NetWorker 
Administration Guide provides information on how to license computers in a cluster.

NDMP licensing
NDMP licensing requires one NDMP Client Connection per NDMP data server. The 
NDMP Client Connection is valid for any supported NDMP data server. The NDMP 
data server does not require a standard client connection. 

Managing licenses
The NetWorker License Manager software provides centralized license management, 
which enables you to maintain all of an enterprise’s NetWorker licenses from a single 
computer. With the NetWorker License Manager, you can move NetWorker software 
from one computer to another, or change the IP address on an existing NetWorker 
server without having to reauthorize the software. The NetWorker License Manager 
can be installed as an option during the NetWorker software installation.

To begin to implement the NetWorker License Manager:

1. Obtain bulk enabler codes. For contact information, go to 
http://Powerlink.EMC.com.

2. Install the NetWorker License Manager software.

3. Configure the NetWorker License Manager software.

4. Configure the NetWorker servers to access the NetWorker License Manager for 
their licenses.

The latest NetWorker License Manager Installation and Administration Guide 
provides more information on how to install and use the NetWorker License 
Manager.
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This glossary contains terms and definitions found in this manual. Most of the terms 
are specific to the PowerSnap Module product. For terms specific to the NetWorker 
product, refer to the EMC NetWorker Administration Guide.

A
ACL (access control

list)
A list that specifies the permissions assigned to a specific file or directory

ad hoc backup See manual backup.

administrator 1. The person who normally installs, configures, and maintains software on network 
computers, and who adds users and defines user privileges. 2. Administrator 
privileges in Backup Advisor allow all functions to be performed, including creating 
and generating reports and performing all administrative functions.

administrators group A Microsoft Windows user group whose members have the rights and privileges of 
users in other groups, plus the ability to create, modify, and manage the users and 
groups in the domain. 

API (application
programming

interface)

An agreed-upon set of computer library routines, protocols, and tools used to 
communicate and accomplish tasks within software applications.

application host Computer hosting the target application to be backed up. This application stores its 
data on the production storage of this host.

archive The process by which NetWorker software backs up directories or files to an archive 
volume to free disk space. Archived data can be deleted but is not recyclable. After 
archival, the source data is typically deleted to release storage space. NetWorker does 
not automatically delete the source data after an archive operation.

B
backup An operation that saves data to a volume.

backup group See Group resource.

backup level See level.

Glossary
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backup unit Result of all save sets finally resulting in one snapshot are a backup unit. Generally, 
this is a volume group if managed as such, but it could also be a file system or a raw 
disk.

backup volume A volume used to store backup data. Backup data cannot be stored on an archive 
volume or a clone volume.

BCV Business continuance volumes that create copies of data from a standard Symmetrix 
device (which is online for regular I/O operations from the host). Data is stored on 
BCV devices to mirror the primary data. Uses for the BCV copies can include backup, 
restore, decision support, and applications testing. Each BCV device has its own host 
address, and is configured as a stand-alone Symmetrix device.

browse policy A NetWorker policy that specifies how long backed-up data will be readily available 
for recovery. Backed-up data that has not exceeded its browse policy time can be 
recovered more quickly than data that has exceeded its browse policy time but not its 
retention policy time.

browse time How long file metadata should be kept in NetWorker's client file index to allow users 
to browse before recovering.

C
client A computer, workstation, or fileserver whose data can be backed up and recovered.

client file index A database maintained by the NetWorker server that tracks every database object, 
file, or file system backed up. The NetWorker server maintains a single index file for 
each client computer. The tracking information is purged from the index after the 
browse time of each backup expires.

clientid Unique client identifier for the host backed up in a save set.

client initiated
backup

See manual backup.

Client resource A NetWorker server resource that identifies the save sets to be backed up on a client. 
The Client resource also specifies information about the backup, such as the schedule, 
browse policy, and retention policy for the save sets.

clone A reliable copy of backed up data, which is indexed and tracked. Unlike volumes 
created with a simple copy command, clone volumes can be used in exactly the same 
way as the original backup volume. Single save sets or entire volumes can be cloned.

cloneid Snap ID that is assigned to the cloned copy.

clone volume An exact duplicate of a backup volume. One of four types of volumes that NetWorker 
software can track (backup, archive, backup clone, and archive clone). Save sets of 
these different types may not be intermixed on one volume.

cluster 1. Two or more independent network servers that operate and appear to clients as if 
they are a single unit. The cluster configuration enables work to be shifted from one 
server to another, providing "high availability" that allows application services to 
continue despite most hardware or software failures. Also known as an agent (Sun), 
logical server (HP TruCluster), package (HP-UX), and virtual server (Microsoft). 2. A 
group of disk sectors. The operating system assigns a unique number to each cluster 
and keeps track of files according to which clusters they use.
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command line The line on a display screen, also known as a command prompt or shell prompt, 
where you type software commands.

consistency Application view of a set of data objects is in a state that is consistent with the 
application’s usage of the data objects at any point-in-time when the application is 
active.

Console server The software program that is used to manage NetWorker servers and clients. The 
Console server also provides reporting and monitoring capabilities for all NetWorker 
processes.

cover save set Special media database (mmdb) save set, which has extended attributes pointing to 
all snapshot or rollover save sets. This NetWorker save set acts as a container of all 
save sets that emanate from the same snapshot, including a snap set and a save set 
that results from a backup performed on that snap set. If multiple backups are 
performed on same snap set, the cover set will contain all those save sets.

D
data mover The client system or application, such as NetWorker,  that moves the data during a 

backup, recovery, or snapshot operation.

data zone A group of computers administered by a NetWorker server.

device 1. A storage unit that reads from and writes to backup volumes. A storage unit can be 
a tape device, optical drive, autochanger, or file connected to the server or storage 
node. 2. When dynamic drive sharing (DDS) is enabled, refers to the access path to 
the physical drive.

directed recovery A method of recovery that recovers data that originated on one client computer and 
re-creates it on another client computer.

disk subsystem An integrated collection of storage controllers and/or HBAs, disks, and any required 
control software that provides storage services to one or more computers, such as 
Symmetrix arrays.

DSM A data service module (DSM) provides the manner of accessing the data as well 
performing data movement.

dynamic multipathing Type of communication path control software application. Path control is an 
approach to optimizing configuration and routing management for storage networks. 
DMP is used to automate these processes for storage network data backup and 
restoration.

E
enabler code A special code that activates the software. The enabler code that unlocks the base 

features for software is called a base enabler. Enabler codes for additional features or 
products (for example, library support) are called add-on enablers.

expired snapshot A snapshot exceeded its browse time and is removed from the NetWorker client file 
index. Expired snapshots can no longer be browsed.

F
file index See client file index.
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file-logical image
backup (FLIB)

Type of image backup in which the file tree is traversed and data block information is 
gathered. The data block information is read from the disk. Data blocks are stored on 
the backup media along with file information. The layout of such backups is the same 
as that of traditional file-logical backups.

file-logical image
recovery (FLIR)

A recovery in two steps:

1. The file tree is traversed, with file preallocation made as necessary by means of 
the application host’s operating system, and data block information is gathered. 

2. The data mover copies backup from NetWorker media directly to the preallocated 
blocks on the application host’s disks, without passing through the application 
host and without using an array-based copy technology, such as EMC’s BCV or 
VDEV technologies. 

Data blocks are recovered directly to the production storage by using the data mover 
host. File information is then applied via the application host’s operating system.

file system 1. The software interface used to save, retrieve, and manage files on storage media 
by providing directory structures, data transfer methods, and file association.

2. The entire set of all files.

FLIR that uses a mirror FLIR that uses a mirror recovers to a BCV rather than to a STD device, then 
synchronizes the BCV with the standard. Such recoveries do not go over the LAN, 
but instead, the recovered data moves from the PowerSnap server to the Symmetrix 
storage array. 

flush Host array software interaction that first flushes host memory down to disk and 
freezes it; then thaws I/O to disk as the snapshot is taken. This keeps the database (or 
mail system) up and running while the snapshot is taken. 

foreign disk I/O The method of reading and writing used for unlabeled disks or disks labeled by 
another operating system. Native operating system read and write calls will always 
fail on this type of device as their driver cannot recognize disk geometry. This is 
achieved by the use of direct SCSI commands through the HBA (USCSICMD ioctl on 
Solaris).

full backup See level.

G
group A client or group of client computers that are configured to back up files at a 

designated time of day.

H
HBA Storage networking host bus adapters.

host A computer on a network.

host ID A serial number that uniquely identifies a host computer.

host name The name or address of either a physical or virtual host computer that is connected to 
a TCP/IP network, including the interface. Each host has a unique IP address.

heterogeneous proxy
client

A proxy client or data mover with an operating system and architecture different 
than that of the client, for which it performs the backup and recovery.
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hot fix A hot fix is code (sometimes called a patch) that fixes a bug in a product. Hot fixes are 
sometimes packaged as a set of fixes called a combined hot fix or a service pack.

I
instance The combination of processes that runs each time a database starts up.

image backup A backup of disk block units that circumvents the file system and logical volume 
manager layers. Also known as a block-based backup.

instant backup The process of creating a point-in-time copy (snapshot) of data from a single client 
and saving it on a primary storage volume, which can be immediately recovered as a 
backup copy.

instant restore The process of copying data created during an instant backup to its original location, 
or to an alternate location, during a recover operation.

L
label An electronic header on a volume used for identification by NetWorker or other data 

mover application.

level A backup configuration option that specifies how much data is saved during a 
scheduled or manual backup. A full (f) backup backs up all files, regardless of 
whether they have changed. Levels one through nine [1-9] backup files that have 
changed since the last lower numbered backup level. An incremental (incr) backup 
backs up only files that have changed since the last backup.

live backup Also known as a "PiT rollover" or "rollover to tape" backup. A backup to media of a 
previously created snapshot. The two types of live backup are immediate live backup 
and deferred live backup.

LUN address The SCSI identifier of a logical unit number (LUN) within a device target. Each LUN 
address identifies a device on a SCSI bus that can perform input/output (I/O) 
operations.

logical volume
manager

The logical volume manager (LVM) controls disk resources by mapping data between 
a more simple and flexible logical view of storage space and the actual physical disks. 
Available as IBM AIX LVM and Hewlett-Packard LVM.

M
managed volume Volume controlled by a volume manager.

manual backup A backup that a user performs from the client, also known as an unscheduled backup 
or an ad hoc backup. The user specifies the files, file systems, and directories to back 
up.

media The physical storage, such as magnetic tape, optical disk, or file system, to which 
backup data is written.

media index See media database.

media database A database that contains indexed entries of storage volume location and the life cycle 
status of all data and volumes managed by the NetWorker server.
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media index See media database.

Media Manager The NetWorker database that tracks save sets stored on backup volumes.

media pool See pool.

media volume See volume.

mount To make a database available for use or to place a removable tape or disk volume into 
a drive for reading or writing.

N
NetWorker A network-based EMC software product that backs up and recovers file systems.

NetWorker
Application Module

A software module that interfaces with the native functionality of a database, 
messaging, or ERP application to perform high-integrity backups online and recover 
data at a granular level, such as tablespace or data files.

NAS (network
attached storage)

A disk array or storage device (NAS filer) that connects directly to the messaging 
network or LAN interfaces and uses common communication protocols (TCP/IP or 
NDMP).

NetWorker resource See resource.

NetWorker server Computer on a network running the NetWorker software, containing the online 
indexes, and providing backup and recover services to the clients on the same 
network.

NMO (NetWorker
Module for Oracle)

The NetWorker add-on module for the NetWorker server software that enables 
backups and restores of an Oracle DBMS.

NMSAP (NetWorker
Module for SAP with

Oracle)

The NetWorker add-on module for the NetWorker server software that enables 
backups and restores of Oracle data on SAP servers.

NMSQL (NetWorker
Module for Microsoft

SQL Server)

The NetWorker add-on module for the NetWorker server software that enables 
backups and restores of Microsoft SQL Server data.

NetWorker storage
node

See storage node.

nonmanaged volume Volume not controlled by a volume manager.

O
open tape format

(OTF)
A format that allows the same tape to be shared among different operating systems 
and platforms.

P
permanent enabler A code that allows the software to be authorized for permanent use.
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PIT copy
(point-in-time copy)

A fully usable copy of a defined collection of data, such as a consistent file system, 
database, or volume, which contains an image of the data as it appeared at a single 
point in time. A PiT copy is also called a shadow copy or a snapshot.

policy A set of constraints that specify how long the save sets for a client are available for 
recovery. Each client has a browse policy and a retention policy. When the retention 
policy expires, the save sets associated with that policy are marked recyclable.

pool A feature to sort backup data to selected storage volumes.

PowerSnap EMC technology that provides point-in-time snapshots of data to be backed up. 
Applications that are running on the host system continue to write data during the 
snapshot operation, and data from open files is included in the snapshots.

PowerSnap Module A software module that exports services of a storage subsystem by interfacing with 
vendor-specific APIs. This module is independent of applications and backup and 
recovery interfaces.

proxy client A surrogate client that performs the NetWorker save operation for the client that 
requests the backup. A proxy client is required to perform a serverless backup.

Q
quiescing A process in which all writes to disk are stopped and the filesystem cache is flushed. 

Quiescing the database prior to creating the snapshot provides a transactionally con-
sistent image that can be remounted without filesystem checks or database consis-
tency checks. Quiescing a database is the most common way of creating a database 
snapshot.

R
raw disk I/O This method of reading and writing to a disk uses native operating system calls that 

read and write only on labeled disks known to the operating system. There is no file 
system interaction.

RBCV This term refers to Remote Business Continuance Volume, a device that contains a 
mirrored copy of data from a remote Symmetrix device (R2). The data on a R1 device 
is mirrored to the R2 device using a Symmetrix Remote Data Facility (SRDF) link. The 
R1 device is connected to the application host, and the RBCV device is accessible from 
the proxy host.

recover To apply transactional logs to a database to make it consistent with a given point in 
time.

recyclable save set A save set whose browse and retention policies have expired. Recyclable save sets are 
removed from the media database.

recyclable volume A volume whose data has exceeded both its browse and retention policies and is now 
available to be relabeled and reused.

resource A component that describes the NetWorker server or its clients. Clients, devices, 
schedules, groups, and policies are all NetWorker resources. Each resource has 
attributes that define its properties.

restore The process of retrieving individual datafiles from backup storage and copying the 
files to disk.
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retention policy A NetWorker policy that specifies the minimum period of time that must elapse 
before backed-up data is eligible to be overwritten on the backup media. Backed-up 
data that has not exceeded its browse policy time can be recovered more quickly than 
data that has exceeded its browse policy time but not its retention policy time

rollback restore The process by which a specific point-in-time copy (snapshot) of data is restored to 
the source location by using the hardware's particular capabilities. A rollback restore 
is a destructive save set restore.

rollforward The process of progressing data from a rollback using one or more instant backups. 
For example, if three snapshots were created at 10 A.M., 11 A.M., and 12 P.M., the 
user can perform a rollback to the 10 A.M. snapshot and then a rollforward to the 11 
A.M. snapshot or even the 12 P.M. snapshot.

rollover save set A save set that is backed up to tape from a snapshot. Whether this snapshot is 
retained or not depends on a snapshot policy. When a snapshot is rolled over to tape, 
entries are made in the client file index and media database, which enable the save set 
to be browsed for recovery.

round-robin A scheduling algorithm in which processes are activated in a fixed cyclic order. Those 
which cannot proceed because they are waiting for some event (that is, termination of 
a child process or an input/output operation) simply return control to the scheduler. 
The virtue of round-robin scheduling is its simplicity—only the processes themselves 
know what they are waiting for or how to tell if it happened. However, if a process 
goes dormant just before the event for which it is waiting occurs then the event will 
not get handled until all other processes have been activated.

S
save set A group of files or a file system from a single client computer, which is backed up on 

storage media.

save set ID Also known as a snapid, a unique 64-bit internal identification number for a snap set.

scheduled backup A type of backup that is configured to start automatically at a specified time for a 
group of one or more NetWorker clients. A scheduled backup generates a bootstrap 
save set.

SCM PowerSnap snapshot control module (LGTOpssc module) package.

serverless backup A backup method that uses a  proxy client to move the data from primary storage on 
the application host to secondary storage on another host. Serverless backups free up 
resources on the application server by offloading the work of processing shadow 
copies to a secondary host.

snap clone An exact copy of a snap-set data backup. The Clone operation is an archive operation 
without the deletion of the source data. A new snap ID is assigned to the cloned copy.

snap ID Also known as a snapid, a unique 64-bit internal identification number for a snap set.

snap set The group of files, volumes, or file systems from a single client that describes the 
collection of data for which a point-in-time copy is created on an external disk 
subsystem, such as a storage array.

snapshot A point-in-time, read-only copy of data created during an instant backup.
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snapshot policy A set of rules that control the lifecycle of a snap set. The snapshot policy specifies the 
frequency of snapshots, and how long snapshots are retained before recycling.

snapshot provider The service provider associated with a specific implementation of a snapshot 
technology. It provides a set of services to create, access, modify, and delete snapshot 
objects.

ssid See save set ID.

staging Moving data from one storage medium to a less-costly medium, and later removing 
the data from its original location.

STD Standard (or production) EMC disks.

storage node A storage device physically attached to a computer other than the NetWorker server, 
whose backup operations are administered from the controlling NetWorker server.

storage volume A unit of storage, such as a tape, as presented to the host. The storage volume is 
usually denoted by a live backup.

SYMAPI EMC Symmetrix disk subsystems can be accessed by using an API know as SYMAPI, 
an interface used by programs running on hosts attached to Symmetrix systems to 
discover, manipulate, and configure Symmetrix devices and host-based storage stack 
components.

system administrator The person normally responsible for installing, configuring, and maintaining 
NetWorker software. 

T
target client The NetWorker client to which data is to be recovered. This may be the same as the 

original source client from which the data was backed up, or it may be a different 
client.

temporary enabler A code that enables operation of the software for an additional 45 days beyond the 
evaluation period. 

TimeFinder Symmetrix TimeFinder is a business continuance solution that allows you to use 
special Symmetrix devices called business continuance volumes (BCVs) to create 
mirrors of Symmetrix data. 

U
unbrowsed recovery A snapshot recovery operation that does not access the NetWorker client file index. 

V
VDEVs (virtual

devices)
A host-accessible device containing track-level location information (pointers) that 
indicates where the copy session data is located in the physical storage. VDEVs 
consume minimal physical disk storage, as they store only the address pointers to the 
data stored on the source device or a pool of save devices.

virtual server 1. A server, usually a web server, that shares computer resources with other virtual 
servers, thus providing low-cost hosting services. Instead of requiring a separate 
computer for each server, dozens of virtual servers can co-reside on the same 
computer. 2. In a cluster configuration, clusters appear as a set of two nodes and 
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virtual servers. Each node is a physical computer with its own IP address and 
network name, and the virtual servers have their own IP addresses and network 
names. Each virtual server also owns a subset of shared cluster disks and is 
responsible for starting cluster applications that can fail over from one cluster node to 
another.

volume 1. A unit of physical storage medium, such as a magnetic tape, optical disk, or file 
system to which backup data is written. 2. An identifiable unit of data storage that 
may reside on one or more computer disks.

volume ID (volid) The unique volume identifier assigned to each backup volume by NetWorker. The 
volume ID is entered in the NetWorker server’s media database for volume policy 
management.

volume name The name assigned to a backup volume when it is labeled. See also label.

volume pool See pool.

W
workflow A term used to describe the tasks, procedural steps, organizations or people involved, 

required input and output information, and tools needed for each step in a business 
process.
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